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Technical Specification Change (TSC) Number
2001-07

On October 16, 2001, Duke Energy (Duke) submitted the
license amendment request (LAR) for full-scope
implementation of the Alternate Source Term (AST). This
LAR requested approval of the AST analysis methodology for
Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) that will support
simplification of Ventilation System testing requirements
during core alterations or movement of irradiated fuel.
Duke received additional questions from the NRC related to
the AST LAR. Supplements to the LAR were submitted on May
20, 2002, September 12, 2002, November 21, 2002 and January
27, 2003.

In the original submittal, Penetration Room Ventilation
System (PRVS) and Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation System
(SFPVS) were removed from the Technical Specifications
(TS). After additional conversations with the NRC, Duke
committed to maintaining these TS. However, the
requirements of these TS will be relaxed as a result of
AST. Duke also intends to adopt TSTF-51 and the language
associated with recently irradiated fuel to support the
dose analysis assumption with respect to movement of
irradiated fuel.
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Additionally, Duke is submitting revised dose analyses that
reflect a range of control room inleakage and unfiltered
Emergency Core Cooling System leakages that better
represent future operation.

Notes are being added to the Completion Times for the
proposed Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) TS
conditions for one and two inoperable CRVS Booster Fan
trains, respectively. The notes will allow for a one time
additional completion time extension to implement the
Control Room Intake/Booster Fan modification.

Duke's October 16, 2001, submittal and May 20, 2002,
response to RAI (Request 5) describe a planned modification
to route Letdown Storage Tank (LDST) and Low Pressure
Injection (LPI) leakage to the Reactor Building Emergency
Sump (RBES). The scope of this modification has changed
from the scope described in the above submittals. A new
drain line that contains remotely operated Motor Operated
Valves (MOVs) is being installed from the outlet of the
LDST to the RBES. The new LDST drain line will allow High
Pressure Injection (HPI) pump minimum flow to be returned
to the RBES via the LDST. The new LDST drain piping will
be sized such that pressurization of the LDST to the point
at which the LDST relief valve (HP-79) actuates will not
occur; thus, eliminating the relief valve (HP-79) as a
potential source of out leakage during Loss Of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) events. A new design pressure for LPI
system piping adjacent to the LPI thermal relief valves
will be established. The LPI system re-rating will allow
the setpoints of the relief valves to be increased to a
higher actuation point such that relief valve actuation
will not occur during certain LOCA scenarios. Preventing
the actuation of these relief valves during LOCA events is
necessary to prevent RBES inventory loss and excessive
operator dose rates.

Attachment 1 contains a re-typed copy of the TS, Attachment
2 contains the marked-up copies of the TS, Attachment 3
contains justification for the changes requested and
Attachment 4 contains a revised NSHC. Attachment 5
contains revised dose analysis.
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Duke has committed to the following three modifications as
a part of the AST LAR: a dual air intake system to the
Control Room; a reroute of LDST and LPI leakage to the
RBES; and a passive caustic addition system. These
modifications will be completed on all three units by the
end of 2005.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91, a copy of this proposed license
amendment is being sent to the State of South Carolina.

If there are any questions regarding this submittal, please
contact Reene' Gambrell at (864) 885-3364.

Very y yours,

R. AJones, Vice President
Oconee Nuclear Site
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cc: Mr. L. N. Olshan, Project Manager
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 0-14 H25
Washington, D. C. 20555

Mr. L. A. Reyes, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission - Region II
Atlanta Federal Center
61 Forsyth St., SW, Suite 23T85
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Mr. M. C. Shannon
Senior Resident Inspector
Oconee Nuclear Station

Mr. Henry Porter, Director
Division of Radioactive Waste Management
Bureau of Land and Waste Management
Department of Health & Environmental Control
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29201
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R. A. Jones, being duly sworn, states that he is Vice
President, Oconee Nuclear Site, Duke Energy Corporation,
that he is authorized on the part of said Company to sign
and file with the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission this
revision to the Renewed Facility Operating License Nos.
DPR-38, DPR-47, DPR-55; and that all the statements and
matters set forth herein are true and correct to the best
of his kno ge.

R. A. on s Vice President
Oconee Nuclear Site

,ubscribed and sworn to before me this c2Today of
2003

otary Public

My Commission Expires:

/,z /ae j 13
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Duke Energy Corporation
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RB Purge Isolation - High Radiation
3.3.16

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.16 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation - High Radiation

LCO 3.3.16

APPLICABILITY:

One channel of Reactor Building Purge Isolation - High Radiation shall be
OPERABLE.

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within the
containment. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One channel A.1 Place and maintain RB Immediately
inoperable. purge valves in closed

positions.

OR

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies within the
containment.

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3.16-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



RB Purge Isolation - High Radiation
3.3.16

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.16.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.16.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Once each refueling
outage prior to movement
of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment

SR 3.3.16.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3.16-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



CRVS Booster Fans
3.7.9

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.9 Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Booster Fans

LCO 3.7.9

APPLICABILITY:

Two CRVS Booster Fan trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Control Room pressure A.1 Restore Control Room 30 days
< 0.0 psig during pressure to > 0.0 psig
operation of two CRVS during operation of two
Booster Fan trains. CRVS Booster Fan

trains.

B. One CRVS Booster Fan B.1 Restore CRVS Booster -----------NOTE----------
train inoperable for Fan train to OPERABLE An additional 96 hours is
reasons other than status. allowed when entering
Condition A. this condition for

implementation of Control
Room intake/booster fan
modification.

72 hours

(continued)

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, &3 3.7.9-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



CRVS Booster Fans
3.7.9

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Two CRVS Booster Fan C.1 Restore one CRVS ---- NOTE--------
trains inoperable for Booster Fan train to An additional 48 hours is
reasons other than OPERABLE status. allowed when entering
Condition A. this condition for

implementation of Control
Room intake/booster fan
modification.

24 hours

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met in MODE AND
1,2,3, or 4.

D.2 Be in MODE 5 36 hours

E. Required Action and E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
associated Completion recently irradiated fuel
Time not met during assemblies.
movement of recently
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.9-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



CRVS Booster Fans
3.7.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.9.1 Operate each CRVS Booster Fan train for 92 days
1 hour.

SR 3.7.9.2 Perform required CRVS Booster Fan train In accordance with the
filter testing in accordance with the Ventilation VFTP
Filter Testing Program (VFTP).

SR 3.7.9.3 Verify two CRVS Booster Fan trains can 18 months
maintain the Control Room at a positive
pressure.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.9-3 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



PRVS
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.10 Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS)

LCO 3.7.10 Two PRVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One PRVS train A.1 Restore PRVS train to 90 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Two PRVS trains B.1 Submit a written report 30 days
inoperable. to the NRC outlining

the plan for restoring
OR the system to

OPERABLE status.
Required Action and

associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.10-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



PRVS
3.7.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.10.1 Operate each PRVS train for 2 15 minutes. 6 months

SR 3.7.10.2 Perform required PRVS filter testing in In accordance with the
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing VFTP
Program (VFTP).

SR 3.7.10.3 Verify each PRVS train actuates on an actual 18 months
or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7.10.4 Verify one PRVS train can maintain flow 18 months on a
2 800 cfm and s 1200 cfm. STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.10-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



CRACS
3.7.16

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.16 Control Room Area Cooling Systems (CRACS)

LCO 3.7.16 Two CRACS trains shall be OPERABLE as follows:

a. Two trains of the Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) shall be
OPERABLE, and

b. Two trains of the Chilled Water (WC) System shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,3, and 4,
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CRVS train A.1 Restore CRVS train to 30 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. One WC train B.1 Restore WC train to 30 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

C. Control Room area air -------------NOTE-------------
temperature not within LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
limit. ---- 

C. 1 Restore Control Room 7 days
area air temperature
within limit.

(continued)

OCONEE UNITS 1,2, &3 3.7.16-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



CRACS
3.7.16

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
lime not met in MODE AND
1,2,3, or 4.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

E. Required Action and E.1 Place OPERABLE Immediately
associated Completion CRACS train in
Time not met during operation.
movement of recently
irradiated fuel OR
assemblies.

E.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

F. Two CRVS trains F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
inoperable during
MODE 1, 2, 3, or4.

OR

Two WC Trains
inoperable during
MODE 1,2,3, or 4.

G. Two CRACS trains G.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
inoperable during recently irradiated fuel
movement of recently assemblies.
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.1 6-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



CRACS
3.7.16

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.16.1 Verify temperature in Control Room and 12 hours
Cable Room is • 800F and temperature in
Electrical Equipment Room is < 850F.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.16-3 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX



SFPVS
3.7.17

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.17 Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS)

LCO 3.7.17 Two SFPVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

---------- -------- -- -------- ---- NOTES ---- - --------------

Not applicable during reracking operations with no fuel in the spent fuel
pool. I

APPLICABILITY: During movement of recently irradiated fuel in the spent fuel pool. I
During crane operations with loads over the spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SFPVS train A.1 Restore SFPVS train to 90 days
inoperable. an OPERABLE status.

(continued)

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.1 7-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



SFPVS
3.7.17

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Two SFPVS trains B.1.1 Submit a written report 30 days
inoperable. to the NRC outlining

the plans for restoring
OR the system to an

OPERABLE status.
Required action and
associated completion
time for Condition A not
met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.17.1 Operate each SFPVS train for 2 15 minutes. 6 months

SR 3.7.17.2 Perform required SFPVS filter testing in In accordance with the
accordance with the Ventilation Filter VFTP
Testing Program (VFTP).

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.17-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

A. One required offsite
source inoperable.

--------------NOTE-----------------
Enter applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9,
with required equipment
de-energized as a result of
Condition A.

-- -- --- - -- - -- -- - _- - -- - _- -

A.1 Declare affected
required feature(s) with
no offsite power
available inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required offsite power
source to OPERABLE
status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I

(continued)

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.8.2-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One required B.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
emergency power ALTERATIONS.
source inoperable.

AND

B.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

B.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

B.4 Initiate action to restore Immediately
required emergency
power source to
OPERABLE status.

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.8.2-3 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.4 125 VDC Vital I&C power source(s) shall be OPERABLE to support the
125 VDC Vital I&C power panelboard(s) required by
LCO 3.8.9,'Distribution Systems - Shutdown" and shall include at least
one of the unit's 125 VDC Vital I&C power sources.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare affected Immediately
125 VDC Vital l&C required feature(s)
power sources inoperable.
inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND
(continued)

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.8.4-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX & XXX I



Vital Inverters - Shutdown
3.8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Vital Inverters - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

Vital Inverters shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation power panelboard(s) required by LCO 3.8.9, Distribution
Systems - Shutdown.'

MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required
vital inverters
inoperable.

A.1 Declare affected
required equipment
inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required inverters to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I

OCONEE UNITS 1,2, &3 3.8.7-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

The necessary portion of main feeder buses, ES power strings, 125
VDC Vital I&C power panelboards, 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC power
panelboards and 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation power panelboards shall
be OPERABLE to support equipment required to be OPERABLE.

MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare associated Immediately
main feeder buses, ES supported required
power strings, 125 equipment inoperable.
VDC Vital l&C power
panelboards, 230 kV OR
Switchyard 125 VDC
power panelboards or A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
120 VAC Vital ALTERATIONS.
Instrumentation power
panelboards AND
inoperable.

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND
(continued)

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.8.9-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

LCO 3.9.3 The containment penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by a minimum of four
bolts;

b. One door in each air lock closed; and
-- ------------------------------------
An emergency air lock door is not required to be closed
when a temporary cover plate is installed.

_ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_ _ - --- _ _ - --- - --- -_ - - - - - - - -

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either:

1. closed by a manual, non-automatic power operated or
automatic isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent, or

2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE Reactor Building
Purge supply and exhaust isolation signal.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
containment recently irradiated fuel
penetrations not in assemblies within
required status. containment.

OCONEE UNITS 1,2, &3 3.9.3-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment penetration 7 days
is in the required status.

SR 3.9.3.2 Verify each required Reactor Building Purge Once each refueling
supply and exhaust isolation valve that is not outage prior to movement
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in the of recently irradiated fuel
isolation position actuates to the isolation assemblies within
position on an actual or simulated high containment
radiation actuation signal.

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.9.3-2 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
3.9.6

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level

LCO 3.9.6 Fuel transfer canal water level shall be maintained 2 21.34 ft above the top
of the reactor vessel flange.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel transfer canal A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
water level not within irradiated fuel
limit. assemblies within

containment.

I

I

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.9.6-1 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.2 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

This program shall be in accordance with the guidelines contained in Regulatory
Guide 1.163, Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program," dated
September 1995. Containment system visual examinations required by
Regulatory Guide 1.163, Regulatory Position C.3 shall be performed as follows:

1. Accessible concrete surfaces and post-tensioning system component
surfaces of the concrete containment shall be visually examined prior to
initiating SR 3.6.1.1 Type A test. These visual examinations, or any
portion thereof, shall be performed no earlier than 90 days prior to the
start of refueling outages in which Type A tests will be performed. The
validity of these visual examinations will be evaluated should any event or
condition capable of affecting the integrity of the containment system
occur between the completion of the visual examinations and the Type A
test.

2. Accessible interior and exterior surfaces of metallic pressure retaining
components of the containment system shall be visually examined at
least three times every ten years, including during each shutdown for SR
3.6.1.1 Type A test, prior to initiating the Type A test.

Type B and C testing shall be implemented in the program in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option A.

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design basis loss of
coolant accident, Pa, is 59 psig.

The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, La, at Pa, shall be 0.20% of
the containment air weight per day.

Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:

a. Containment leakage rate acceptance criterion is • 1.0 La. During the first
unit startup following testing in accordance with this program, the leakage
rate acceptance criteria are < 0.60 La for the Type B and Type C tests, and
< 0.75 La for Type A tests;

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, 8 3 5.0-8 Amendment Nos. XXX, XXX, & XXX I



Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.11 Secondary Water Chemistry

This program provides controls for monitoring secondary water chemistry to
inhibit SG tube degradation. The program shall include:

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables and control
points for these variables;

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of the critical
variables;

c. Identification of process sampling points;

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data;

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point chemistry
conditions; and

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the interpretation of
the data and the sequence and timing of administrative events, which is
required to initiate corrective action.

5.5.12 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)

A program shall be established to implement the following required testing of
filter ventilation systems. CRVS testing will be conducted at the frequencies
specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2.

The VFTP is applicable to the Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS), the
Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Booster Fan Trains, and the Spent
Fuel Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS).

a. Demonstrate, for the PRVS, that a dioctyl phthalate (DOP) test of the high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shows 2 90% removal when tested
in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow rate
±20%.

b. Demonstrate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, that a DOP test of the
HEPA filters shows 2 99.5% removal when tested at in accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow rate ± 10%.

c. Demonstrate, for the PRVS, that a halogenated hydrocarbon test of the
carbon adsorber shows Ž 90% removal when tested in accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow rate ± 20%.
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5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.12 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) (continued)

d. Demonstrate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, that a halogenated
hydrocarbon test of the carbon adsorber shows 2 99% removal when
tested at in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow
rate ± 10%.

e. Demonstrate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, PRVS and SFPVS, that a
laboratory test of a sample of the carbon adsorber shows 2 97.5%, 90%,
and 90% radioactive methyl iodide removal when tested in accordance
with ASTM D3803-1989 (30C, 95% RH), respectively.

f. Demonstrate, for the PRVS, that the pressure drop across the combined
HEPA filters and carbon adsorber banks is < 6 in. of water at the nominal
system flow rate.

g. Demonstrate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, that the pressure drop
across the pre-filter is • 1 in. of water and the pressure drop across the
HEPA filters is • 2 in. of water at the system design flow rate ± 10%.

h. Demonstrate, for the SFPVS, that a dioctyl phthalate (DOP) test of the
high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shows 2 90% removal when
tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow rate
±20%.

i. Demonstrate, for the SFPVS, that a halogenated hydrocarbon test of the
carbon adsorber shows 2 90% removal when tested in accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow rate ± 20%.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the VFTP test
frequencies.

5.5.13 Explosive Gas and Storaae Tank Radioactivity Monitorina Program

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas mixtures contained
in the waste gas holdup tanks and the quantity of radioactivity contained in waste
gas holdup tanks, and the quantity of radioactivity contained in unprotected
outdoor liquid storage tanks. The gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be
determined. The liquid radwaste quantities shall be determined by analyzing a
representative sample of the tank's contents at least once per 7 days when
radioactive materials are being added to the tank.
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5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (continued)

(7) DPC-NE-3000-P-A, Thermal Hydraulic Transient Analysis
Methodology;

(8) DPC-NE-2005-P-A, Thermal Hydraulic Statistical Core Design
Methodology;

(9) DPC-NE-3005-P-A, UFSAR Chapter 15 Transient Analysis
Methodology; and

(10) BAW-10227-P-A, Evaluation of Advanced Cladding and Structural
Material (M5) in PWR Reactor Fuel.

The COLR will contain the complete identification for each of the
Technical Specifications referenced topical reports used to prepare the
COLR (i.e., report number, title, revision number, report date or NRC SER
date, and any supplements).

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable limits
(e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic limits,
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as
SDM, transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety
analysis are met.

d. The COLR, including any midcycle revisions or supplements, shall be
provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC.

5.6.6 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM). Main Feeder Bus Monitor Panel (MFPMP).
Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS). and Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation
System (SFPVS) Report

When a report is required by Condition B or G of LCO 3.3.8, Post Accident
Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation" or Condition D of LCO 3.3.23, Main Feeder
Bus Monitor Panel," a report shall be submitted within the following 14 days. The
report shall outline the preplanned alternate method of monitoring (PAM only),
the cause of the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the
instrumentation channels of the Function to OPERABLE status.

When a report is required by Condition B of LCO 3.7.10, Penetration Room
Ventilation System," or Condition B of LCO 3.7.17, "Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation
System," a report shall be submitted within 30 days outlining the plan for
restoring the system to OPERABLE status.
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5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.7 Tendon Surveillance Report

Any abnormal degradation of the containment structure detected during the tests
required by the Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance
Program shall be reported to the NRC within 30 days. The report shall include a
description of the tendon condition, the condition of the concrete (especially at
tendon anchorages), the inspection procedures, the tolerances on cracking, and
the corrective action taken

5.6.8 Steam Generator Tube Inspection Report

The steam generator tube inspection report shall comply with the following:

a. The number of tubes plugged or repaired in each steam generator shall be
reported to the NRC within 30 days following the completion of the
plugging or repair procedure.

b. The results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection shall be
reported to the NRC within 3 months following completion of the
inspection. This report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes inspected.

2. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for each
indication of a degraded tube.

3. Identification of tubes plugged or repaired.

4. Number of tubes repaired by rerolling and number of indications
detected in the new roll area of the repaired tubes.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into Category C-3 and
require notification to the NRC shall be reported prior to resumption of plant
operation. The written report shall provide the results of investigations
conducted to determine cause of the tube degradation and corrective
measures taken to prevent recurrence.

d. The designation of affected and unaffected areas will be reported to the
NRC when they are determined.
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.16 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation

BASES

BACKGROUND The RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation Function closes the RB purge
valves. This action isolates the RB atmosphere from the environment to
minimize releases of radioactivity in the event an accident occurs.

The radiation monitoring system measures the activity in a representative
sample of air drawn in succession through a particulate sampler, an iodine
sampler, and a gas sampler. The LCO addresses only the gas sampler
portion of this system (RIA-45).

The trip setpoint is chosen sufficiently below hazardous radiation levels to
ensure that the consequences of an accident will be acceptable, provided
the unit is operated within the LCOs at the onset of an accident or transient
and the equipment functions as designed.

The closure of the purge valves ensures the RB remains as a barrier to
fission product release. There is no bypass for this function.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, the
most severe radiological consequences result from a fuel handling
accident. The fuel handling accident is a postulated event that involves
damage to irradiated fuel (Ref. 1). A minimum fuel transfer canal water
level and the minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies from the reactor ensure that the release of
fission product radioactivity subsequent to a fuel handling accident results
in doses that are within the guideline values specified in 10 CFR 50.67.
The design basis for fuel handling accidents has historically separated the
radiological consequences from the containment capability. The NRC staff
has treated the containment capability for fuel handling conditions as a
logical part of the primary success path" to mitigate fuel handling
accidents, regardless of the assumptions used to calculate the radiological
consequences of such accidents (Ref. 1).

I

The RB Purge Isolation System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(Ref. 2).
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

LCO One channel of RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation instrumentation is
required to be OPERABLE. OPERABILITY of the instrumentation includes
proper operation of the sample pump. This LCO addresses only the gas
sampler portion of the System.

APPLICABILITY The RB purge isolation-high radiation instrumentation shall be OPERABLE
whenever movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB is
taking place. These conditions are those under which the potential for fuel
damage, and thus radiation release, is the greatest. While in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4, the Purge Valve Isolation System does not need to be
OPERABLE because the purge valves are required to be sealed closed.
While in MODES 5 and 6, without fuel handling involving handling recently
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core
within the previous 72 hours) in progress, the Purge Valve Isolation System
does not need to be OPERABLE because the potential for a radioactive
release is minimized. The need to use the purge valves in MODES 5 and 6
is in preparation for entry. This capability is required to minimize doses for
personnel entering the building and is independent of the automatic
isolation capability.

I

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. and A.2.2

Condition A applies to failure of the high radiation purge function during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB. I
With one channel inoperable during movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies within the RB, the RB purge valves must be closed, or
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB must be
suspended. Required Action A.1 accomplishes the function of the high
radiation channel. Required Action A.2.1 and Required Action A.2.2 place
the unit in a configuration in which purge isolation on high radiation is not
required. The Completion Time of "Immediately is consistent with the
urgency associated with the loss of RB isolation capability under conditions
in which the fuel handling accidents involving handling recently irradiated
fuel are possible and the high radiation function provides the only automatic
actions to mitigate radiation release.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.16.1 is the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for the RB purge
Isolation-high radiation instrumentation once every 12 hours to ensure that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. The CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on the

I

I

I
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

radiation monitoring instrumentation channel to a similar parameter on
other channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
helps to ensure that the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation
instrumentation should be compared to similar unit instruments located
throughout the unit. If the radiation monitor uses keep alive sources or
check sources OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also note the detectors response to these sources.

Agreement criteria are based on a combination of the channel instrument
uncertainties, including isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are
within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE. The
12 hour Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Additionally, control
room alarms and annunciators are provided to alert the operator to various
0trouble" conditions associated with the instrument.

SR 3.3.16.2

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to
ensure that the channel can perform its intended function. The frequency
requires the isolation capability of the reactor building purge valves to be
verified functional once each refueling outage prior to movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. This ensures that this
function is verified prior to recently irradiated fuel assembly handling within
containment. This test verifies the capability of the instrumentation to
provide the RB isolation.

SR 3.3.16.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and
the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

The 18 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment and industry
accepted practice.
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CRVS Booster Fans
B 3.7.9

BASES

LCO
(continued)

The CRVS Booster Fan trains are considered OPERABLE when the
individual components necessary to control operator exposure are
OPERABLE in both trains. A CRVS Booster Fan train is considered
OPERABLE when the associated:

a. Booster Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and carbon absorber are not excessively restricting
flow, and are capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and control
room pressurization can be maintained with both trains operating.

In addition, the control room boundary, including the integrity of the walls,
floors, ceilings, ductwork, and access doors, must be maintained within
the assumptions of the design analysis.

Breaches (excluding the removal of system performance test port caps
per testing procedures) in the CRVS, most commonly due to the opening
of access doors, introduces the possibility of allowing unfiltered or
unanalyzed concentrations of inleakage into the Control Room. This
applies to breaches of the outside air filter trains, main air handling units
and all ductwork outside the Control Room pressure boundary. Breaches
are equivalent to two Booster Fan trains out of service.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CRVS Booster Fan trains must be
OPERABLE to reduce radiation dose to personnel in the control room
during and following an accident.

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, the CRVS
Booster Fan trains must be OPERABLE to cope with a release due to a
fuel handling accident involving handling recently irradiated fuel. Due to
radioactive decay, CRVS is only required to mitigate fuel handling
accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has
occupied part of a critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).

ACTIONS A.1

With the two CRVS Booster Fan trains incapable of pressurizing the
control room, the capability to pressurize the control room must be
restored within 30 days. In this Condition, the capability to minimize the
radiation dose to personnel located in the control room during and after
an accident is not assured. One or both CRVS Booster Fan trains may
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CRVS Booster Fans
B 3.7.9

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

be OPERABLE in this Condition. If one or both CRVS Booster Fans are
simultaneously inoperable, the Completion Time for these separate
Conditions is more limiting than the 30 day Completion Time for Action
A.1. If OPERABLE the CRVS Booster Fan train(s) can provide some
dose reduction. The 30 day Completion Time is based on the low
probability of an accident occurring during the time period and the
potential for OPERABLE CRVS Booster Fan trains to provide some dose
reduction.

B.1

With one CRVS Booster Fan train inoperable for reasons other than
Condition A, action must be taken to restore the train to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE
CRVS Booster Fan train provides some dose reduction for personnel in
the Control Room. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the low
probability of an accident occurring during this time period, and ability of
the remaining train to provide some dose reduction.

A note is being added to allow for an additional 96 hours when entering
this Condition for implementation of Control Room Intake/Booster Fan
modification.

C.1

With the two CRVS Booster Fan trains inoperable for reasons other than
Condition A, one train must be restored to OPERABLE status within 24
hours. In this Condition, the capability to minimize the radiation dose to
personnel located in the Control Room during and after an accident is
unavailable. The 24 hour Completion Time is based on the low
probability of an accident occurring during this time period.

A note is being added to allow for an additional 48 hours when entering
this Condition for implementation of Control Room Intake/Booster Fan
modification.

D.1

If the inoperable CRVS Booster Fan trains cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must be
placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
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CRVS Booster Fans
B 3.7.9

BASES

ACTIONS D.1 (continued)

status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours, and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

E.1

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, when one or
more CRVS trains are inoperable, action must be taken immediately to
suspend activities that could release radioactivity that might require
isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a condition that
minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel
to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they
function properly. As the environment and normal operating conditions
on this system are not severe, testing each train once every 92 days
adequately checks this system. The trains need only be operated for
2 one hour and all dampers verified to be OPERABLE to demonstrate the
function of the system. This test includes an external visual inspection of
the CRVS Booster Fan trains. The 92 day Frequency is based on the
known reliability of the equipment.

SR 3.7.9.2

This SR verifies that the required CRVS Booster Fan train testing is
performed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP). The CRVS Booster Fan train filter test frequencies are in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). The VFTP includes
testing HEPA filter performance and carbon adsorber efficiency. Specific
test frequencies and additional information are discussed in detail in the
VFTP.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.7.9.3

This SR verifies the integrity of the Control Room enclosure. The Control
Room positive pressure, with respect to potentially contaminated adjacent
areas, is periodically tested to verify that the CRVS Booster Fan trains
are functioning properly. During the emergency mode of operation, the
CRVS Booster Fan trains are designed to pressurize the Control Room to
minimize unfiltered inleakage. The CRVS Booster Fan trains are
designed to maintain this positive pressure with both trains in operation.
The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with industry practice.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.4.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. 10 CFR 50.36.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52, Rev. 2, March 1978.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The PRVS filters air from the area of the active penetration rooms during
the recirculation phase of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

The PRVS consists of two independent, redundant trains. Each train
consists of a prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, an
activated carbon adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(principally iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves or dampers, and
instrumentation also form part of the system. The system initiates filtered
ventilation of the Reactor Building penetration rooms area following
receipt of an Engineered Safeguards actuation signal (ESAS).

The PRVS is a standby system. During emergency operations, the PRVS
valves are realigned, and fans are started to begin filtration. Upon receipt
of the ESAS signal(s), the stream of ventilation air discharges through the
system filter trains. The prefilters remove any large particles in the air,
and any entrained water droplets present, to prevent excessive loading of
the HEPA filters and carbon adsorbers.

The PRVS is discussed in the UFSAR, Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.7, and 15.4.7
(Refs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Originally, the design basis of the PRVS was established by the
Maximum Hypothetical Accident (MHA). In such a case, the system limits
radioactive releases to within 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 7) requirements and
personnel doses in the Control Room are maintained within the limits of
10 CFR 20 (Ref. 4). However, with the adoption of the alternate source
term and the installation of various plant modifications, the PRVS is no
longer credited in dose analysis calculations and is not required to meet
10 CFR 50.67 (Ref. 8) dose limits.

I

The PRVS also actuates following a large and small break LOCA, in
those cases where the unit goes into the recirculation mode of long term
cooling, and to cleanup releases of smaller leaks, such as from valve
stem packing.

Following a LOCA, an ESAS starts the PRVS fans and opens the
dampers located in the penetration room outlet ductwork.

The PRVS does not satisfy criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). PRVS is
retained in the Specification for ALARA purposes only. l1
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BASES (continued)

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the PRVS are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuming that a
single failure disables the other train coincident with loss of offsite power.

The PRVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
necessary to maintain the penetration room filtration are OPERABLE in
both trains.

A PRVS train is considered OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and carbon adsorber are not excessively restricting
flow, and are capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air flow can
be maintained.

In addition, the penetration room boundaries, including the integrity of the
walls, floors, ceilings, ductwork, and access doors, must be maintained
within the assumptions of the design analysis.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2,3, and 4, the PRVS is required to be OPERABLE
consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the containment.

In MODES 5 and 6, the PRVS is not required to be OPERABLE since the
containment is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS A.1

With one PRVS train inoperable, action must be taken to restore the
PRVS train to OPERABLE status within 90 days. This completion time is
considered appropriate since the system Is no longer credited in dose
analysis calculations and is not required to maintain 10 CFR 50.67 (Ref.
8) dose limits.

The 90 day Completion Time is appropriate based on operating
experience. The 90 day Completion Time is based on the low probability
of an accident occurring during this time period.
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BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

With two PRVS trains inoperable or the required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A not met, a report must be submitted to
the NRC within 30 days detailing how the system will be restored to
OPERABLE status. The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based
on operating experience.

I

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.10.1

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they
function properly. Since the environment and normal operating conditions
on this system are not severe, testing each train every 6 months provides
an adequate check on this system. The 6 month Frequency is based on
known reliability of equipment.

SR 3.7.10.2

This SR verifies that the required PRVS testing is performed in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The
VFTP includes testing HEPA filter performance and carbon adsorber
efficiency. Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.7.10.3

This SR verifies that each PRVS train starts and operates on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The 18 month Frequency is consistent with
the guidance in Reference 6.

SR 3.7.10.4

This SR verifies the ability of the PRVS to maintain flow 2 800 cfm and s
1200 cfm. It is periodically tested to verify proper functioning of the
PRVS. This ensures that air turnover and filtration of the area contents
will be maintained for ALARA purposes.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.10.4 (continued)

The Frequency of 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with industry practice and other filtration SRs.

I

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.5.1.

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.7.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.15.

4. 10 CFR 20.

5. 10 CFR 50.36.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.52.

7. 10 CFR 100.

8. 10 CFR 50.67.

9. Dose Calculations

I

I
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B 3.7.16

BASES (continued)

LCO
(continued)

inoperable for Unit 2. If both dampers close, an adequate flow path for
OPERABILITY is maintained even if one of two motor operated dampers
on Unit 2 fail closed. If the Unit 1 dampers fail closed, OPERABILITY is
not affected for the AHU-35 failure scenario. OPERABILITY is not
maintained if one or both of the fire dampers between cable rooms or
equipment rooms is closed. Compensatory measures, such as opening
the damper and posting a fire watch must be taken to maintain
OPERABILITY.

The CRACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
that are necessary to maintain control area temperature are OPERABLE
in both trains of CRVS and WC System. Each CRVS train listed in Table
B 3.7.16-1 includes the associated ductwork, instrumentation, and air
handling unit, which includes the fan, fan motor, cooling coils, and
isolation dampers. Each WC train consists of a chiller, chilled water
pump, condenser service water pump, and associated controls. Although
each chilled water pump is normally associated with, and aligned to, a
specific chiller, any OPERABLE chilled water pump maybe aligned to any
OPERABLE chiller to maintain one OPERABLE train when a component
has been removed from service. The two redundant trains can include a
temporarily installed full-capacity control area cooling train. Any
temporary cooling train shall have a power source with availability
equivalent to the source of the permanently installed train. A temporary
cooling train power source with equivalent availability shall include.
procedural controls for:

1. Normal Auxiliary power (e.g. B4T-7) for normal operation.
2. Swapping to a Keowee backed power supply (e.g. 3TD-1 5) following

a LOOP.

In addition, the CRACS must be OPERABLE to the extent that air
circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and during movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core
within the previous 72 hours), the CRACS must be OPERABLE to ensure
that the control area temperature will not exceed equipment
OPERABILITY requirements.
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BASES

ACTIONS D.1 and D.2
(continued)

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Conditions A, B, or C are not met in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the unit must be
placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours, and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner without challenging unit
systems.

E.1 and E.2

During movement of recently irradiated fuel, if the inoperable CRACS
train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, the OPERABLE CRACS train must be placed in
operation immediately. This action ensures that the remaining train is
OPERABLE, that no failures preventing actuation will occur, and that any
active failure will be readily detected. An alternative to Required Action
E.1 is to immediately suspend activities that could release radioactivity
that might require the isolation of the control room. This places the unit in
a condition that minimizes accident risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

F.1

If both CRVS trains or both WC trains are inoperable during MODE 1, 2,
3 or 4, the CRACS may not be capable of performing the intended
function and the unit is in a condition outside the accident analyses.
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

G.1

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, with two CRACS
trains inoperable, action must be taken to immediately suspend activities
that could release radioactivity that might require isolation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk.
This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.16.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the system is sufficient
to maintain the temperature in the control room and cable room at or
below 800F and maintain the temperature in the electrical equipment
room at or below 85TF. The temperature is determined by reading
gauges in each area or computer points which are considered
representative of the average area temperature. These temperature
limits are based on operating history and are intended to provide an
indication of degradation of the cooling systems. The limits are
conservative with respect to equipment operability temperature limits.
The values for the SR are values at which the system is removing
sufficient heat to meet design requirements (i.e., OPERABLE) and
sufficiently above the values associated with normal operation during hot
weather. The temperature in the equipment room is typically slightly
higher than the temperature in the control room or cable room. Because
of that, a higher value is specified for this area. The 12 hour Frequency
is appropriate since significant degradation of the CRACS is slow and is
not expected over this time period.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 3.11.5.

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1.
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SFPVS
B 3.7.17

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.17 Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND Ventilation air for the Spent Fuel Pool Area is supplied by an air handling
unit which consists of roughing filters, steam heating coil, cooling coil
supplied by low pressure service water, and a centrifugal fan. In the
normal mode of operation, the air from the Spent Fuel Pool Area is
exhausted directly to the unit vents by the general Auxiliary Building
exhaust fans. The filtered exhaust system consists of a single filter train
and two 100 percent capacity vane axial fans. The filter train utilized is
the Reactor Building Purge Filter Train. The Unit 2 Reactor Building
purge filter train is used for the combined Unit 1 and 2 Spent Fuel Pool
Ventilation System, The Unit 3 Reactor Building purge filter train is used
for the Unit 3 SFP Ventilation System. The filter train is comprised of
prefilters, HEPA filters, and charcoal filters. To control the direction of air
flow, i.e., to direct the air from the Fuel Pool Area to the Reactor Building
Purge Filter Train, a series of pneumatic motor operated dampers are
provided along with a crossover duct from the Fuel Pool to the filter train.

The SFPVS is discussed in the UFSAR, Section 9.4.2, (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analysis of the limiting fuel handling accident, the cask drop
accident, given in Reference 2, assumes that a certain number of fuel
assemblies are damaged. The DBA analysis for the cask drop accident,
does not assume operation of the SFPVS in order to meet the
requirements of 1 OCFR50.67 (Ref. 4). These assumptions and the
analysis are consistent with the guidance provided in Regulatory
Guide 1.183 (Ref. 3).

The SFPVS does not satisfy the criteria in 10 CFR 50.36. The SFPVS is
retained in this Specification for ALARA purposes. I

LCO With the adoption of the alternate source term and the installation of
various plant modifications, SFPVS is not credited in dose analysis
calculations. Therefore, there are no specific operability requirements for
this system.
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SFPVS
B 3.7.17

BASES

LCO
(continued)

An SFPVS train is considered OPERABLE when its associated:

1. Fan is OPERABLE;

2. Filter trains are intact; and

3. Ductwork and dampers are OPERABLE, and air flow can be
maintained.

The LCO is modified by a Note. The Note states the requirements of this
LCO is not applicable during reracking operations with no fuel in the spent
fuel pool. With no fuel in the spent fuel pool, the potential release of
radioactive material to the environs resulting from crane operations with
load over the storage pool is substantially reduced.

I

I

APPLICABILITY During movement of recently irradiated fuel in the fuel handling area or
during crane operations with loads over the spent fuel pool, the SFPVS
shall be OPERABLE or a plan established to return the system to
OPERABLE status.

I

I

ACTIONS A.1

With one SFPVS train inoperable, action must be taken to restore the
SFPVS train to OPERABLE status within 90 days. This completion time
is considered appropriate since the system is no longer credited in dose
analysis calculations and is not required to maintain 10 CFR 50.67 (Ref.
4) dose limits.

I
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SFPVS
B3.7.17

BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

With two SFPVS trains inoperable or the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A not being met, a report must be
submitted to the NRC within 30 days outlining the plan for restoring the
system to an OPERABLE status. This completion time is considered
appropriate since the system is no longer credited in dose analysis
calculations and is not required to maintain 10 CFR 50.67 (Ref. 4) dose
limits.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they
function properly. As the environment and normal operating conditions
on this system are not severe, testing each train once every six months
provides an adequate check on this system. The system is no longer
credited in dose analysis calculations and is not required to maintain 10
CFR 50.67 dose limits.

SR 3.7.17.2

This SR verifies that the required SFPVS testing is performed in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The
VFTP includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties of the
activated charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test frequencies and additional information are discussed in
detail in the VFTP.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.4.2.

2. UFSAR, Section 15.11.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.183.

4. 10 CFR 50.67

5. Dose Calculations
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources, except AC sources utilizing transformer
CT-5, is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating.,
An additional source of AC power is available either directly from the 100

kV Central Tie Substation or from the combustion turbines at Lee Steam
Station via a 100 kV transmission line connected to Transformer CT-5.
This single 100 kV circuit is connected to the 100 kV transmission system
through the substation at Central, located eight miles from Oconee. The
Central Substation is connected to Lee Steam Station twenty-two miles
away through a similar 100 kV line. This line can either be isolated from
the balance of the transmission system to supply emergency power to
Oconee from Lee Steam Station, or offsite power can be supplied directly
from the 100 kV system from the Central Tie Substation. When CT-5 is
energized from the 100 kV system, this is an acceptable offsite source for
Oconee Units in MODES 5 and 6. When CT-5 is energized from an
OPERABLE Lee Combustion Turbine (LCT) and isolated from the
balance of the transmission system, this source is an acceptable
emergency power source.

Located at Lee Steam Station are three 44.1 MVA combustion turbines.
One of these three combustion turbines can be started in one hour and
connected to the 100 kV line. Transformer CT-5 is sized to carry the
engineered safeguards auxiliaries of one unit plus the shutdown loads of
the other two units.

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 5
SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 and during movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies

ensures that:
I

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident
involving handling recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive
decay, AC electrical power is only required to mitigate fuel
handling accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABLE (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within the
SAFETY ANALYSES previous 72 hours).

(continued)
In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical Specifications
requirements ensure that the unit has thecapability to mitigate the
consequences of postulated accidents. However, assuming a single
failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not required.
The rationale for this is based on the fact that many accidents that are
analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses in MODES 5
and 6. Worst-case bounding events are deemed not credible in
MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the reactor
pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and the
corresponding stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being
significantly reduced or eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These
deviations from accident analysis assumptions and design requirements
during shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required systems.

During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 various deviations from the analysis
assumptions and design requirements are allowed within the Required
Actions. This allowance is in recognition that certain testing and
maintenance activities must be conducted provided an acceptable level of
risk is not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a
significant number of required testing and maintenance activities is also
required. In MODES 5 and 6, the activities are generally planned and
administratively controlled. Relaxations from MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 LCO
requirements are acceptable during shutdown MODES based on:

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a risk prudent
goal as well as a utility economic consideration;

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for certain
conditions. These may include administrative controls, reliance
on systems that do not necessarily meet typical design
requirements applied to systems credited in operating MODE
analyses, or both;

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated with multiple
activities that could affect multiple systems; and

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to perform required
functions (even if not meeting MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 OPERABILITY
requirements) with systems assumed to function during an event.
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABLE In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LCO ensures the
SAFETY ANALYSES capability to support systems necessary to avoid immediate difficulty,

(continued) assuming either a loss of all offsite power or a loss of all onsite
emergency power sources and their associated emergency power paths.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).

LCO One offsite source capable of supplying the onsite power distribution
system(s) of LCO 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Shutdown," ensures that
all required loads are powered from offsite power. An OPERABLE
emergency power source, associated with a distribution system required
to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.9, ensures a diverse power source is
available to provide electrical power support, assuming a loss of the
offsite source. Together, OPERABILITY of the required offsite source
and emergency power source ensure the availability of sufficient AC
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling
accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel).

The qualified offsite source must be capable of maintaining rated
frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during an accident,
while connected to the main feeder bus(es). Qualified offsite source are
those that are described in the UFSAR and are part of the licensing basis
for the unit.

An offsite source can be an offsite circuit available or connected through
to the 230 kV switchyard to the startup transformer and to one main
feeder bus. Additionally, the offsite source can be an offsite circuit
available or connected though the 230 kV switchyard (525 kV switchyard
for Unit 3) to a backcharged unit main step-up transformer and unit
auxiliary transformer to one main feeder bus. Another alternative is the
energized Central 100 kV switchyard available or connected through the
100 kV line and transformer CT-5 to one main feeder bus.

In MODES 5 or 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel, a Lee
Combustion Turbine (LCT) energizing one standby bus via an isolated
power path to one main feeder bus can be utilized as an emergency
power source. The LCT is required to provide power within limits of
voltage and frequency using the 100 kV transmission line electrically
separated from the system grid and offsite loads energizing one or more
standby buses through transformer CT-5. The required number of
energized standby buses is based upon the requirements of LCO 3.8.9,
Distribution System - Shutdown."
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

LCO An OPERABLE KHU must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated
(continued) speed and voltage, and connecting to the main feeder bus(es). The

sequence must be capable of being accomplished within 23 seconds
after a manual emergency start initiation signal. An emergency power
source must be capable of accepting required loads and must continue to
operate until offsite power can be restored to the main feeder buses.

This LCO is modified by three Notes. Note I indicates that a unit startup
transformer may be shared with a unit in MODES 5 and 6. Note 2
indicates that the requirements of Specification 5.5.19, "Lee Combustion
Turbine Testing Program," shall be met when a Lee Combustion Turbine
(LCT) is used for the emergency power requirements. Note 3 indicates
that the required emergency power source and the required offsite power
source shall not be susceptible to a failure disabling both sources.

The required emergency power source and required offsite source
cannot be susceptible to a failure disabling both sources. If the required
offsite source is the 230 kV switchyard and the startup transformer
energizing the required main feeder bus(es), the KHU and its required
underground emergency power path are required to be OPERABLE since
it is not subject to a failure, such as an inoperable startup transformer,
which simultaneously disables the offsite source. If the Central
switchyard is serving as the required offsite source through the CT-5
transformer with a power path through only one standby bus, the KHU
and its required underground emergency power path cannot be used as
the emergency power source if the power path is through the same
standby bus since a single failure of a standby bus would disable both
sources. Conversely, if an LCT is being used as an emergency power
source, the required offsite source must be an offsite circuit available or
connected through the startup transformer or a backcharged unit main
step-up transformer and the unit auxiliary transformer.

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and
during movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies provide
assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel assemblies;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident involving
handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of
a critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours ) are available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead
to core damage during shutdown are available; and
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABILITY d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
(continued) and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling

condition.

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.1.

ACTIONS A.1

An offsite source would be considered inoperable if it were not available
to one required main feeder bus. Although two main feeder buses may
be required by LCO 3.8.9, the one main feeder bus with offsite power
available may be capable of supporting sufficient required features to
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and recently irradiated fuel
movement. By the allowance of the option to declare features inoperable
with no offsite power available, appropriate restrictions will be
implemented in accordance with the affected required features LCO's
ACTIONS.

A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. B.1. B.2. B.3. and B.4

With the offsite source not available to all required features, the option
would still exist to declare all required features inoperable. Since this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for
sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the required emergency
power source inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC power
sources is not available. It is, therefore, required to suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, and
operations involving positive reactivity additions. The Required Action to
suspend positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required SDM
Is maintained.

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability or the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required AC sources and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary AC power to the unit safety systems.
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the 125 VDC Vital I&C sources is provided in the Bases
for LCO 3.8.3, DC Sources - Operating.'

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Accidents and transients analyses in the UFSAR,
Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered
Safeguard (ES) systems are OPERABLE. The 125 VDC Vital l&C
electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC electrical
power for the emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all
MODES of operation.

Although the 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC Power System provides control
power for circuit breaker operation in the 230 kV switchyard as well as
DC power for degraded grid voltage protection circuits during all MODES
of operation, no credit is taken for these functions in MODES 5 and 6.

The OPERABILITY of the 125 VDC Vital I&C sources is consistent with
the initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for
the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power
sources during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident
involving handling recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive
decay, DC electrical power is only required to mitigate fuel
handling accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e.,
fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within the
previous 72 hours).

I
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSIS

(continued)

The 125 VDC Vital l&C sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 1OCFR 50.36
(Ref. 3).

LCO The 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power sources, each source consisting
of one battery, one battery charger, and the corresponding control
equipment and interconnecting cabling within the source, are required to
be OPERABLE to support required distribution systems required
OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Shutdownu and shall
include at least one of the unit's 125 VDC Vital l&C power sources. This
ensures the availability of sufficient 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling
accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel). I

APPLICABILITY The 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power sources required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies, provide assurance that:

I

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has
occupied part of a critical reactor core within the previous 72
hours) are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events that
can lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The 125 VDC Vital I&C electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.3.

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

If two or more 125 VDC Vital l&C panelboards are required by LCO 3.8.9,
the remaining 125 VDC Vital I&C panelboards with 125 VDC Vital l&C
power available may be capable of supporting sufficient systems to allow I
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued)

continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement involving
handling recently irradiated fuel. By allowing the option to declare
required features inoperable with the associated 125 VDC Vital l&C
power source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be implemented
in accordance with the affected required features LCO ACTIONS. In
many instances this option may involve undesired administrative efforts.
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of recently irradiated
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivity additions).
The Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does not
preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory,
provided the required SDM is maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required 125 VDC Vital I&C
electrical power sources and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary 125 VDC Vital I&C
electrical power to the unit safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
125 VDC Vital I&C electrical power sources should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the unit
safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.4.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.3.1 through SR 3.8.3.6. Therefore, see the corresponding Bases
for LCO 3.8.3 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE 125 VDC Vital I&C sources from being
discharged below their capability to provide the required power supply or
otherwise rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the
intent that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.
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Vital Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.7

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Vital Inverters - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.6,
"Inverters - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Accident and transient analyses in the UFSAR,
Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered
Safeguards systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are
designed to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to the Reactor
Protection System and Engineered Safeguards (ES) System
instrumentation and controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System,
and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation panelboards during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events postulated during
shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident involving handling
recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive decay, the inverters
are only required to mitigate fuel handling accidents involving
handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of
a critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).

The inverters were previously identified as part of the distribution system
and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).
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Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

LCO The inverters ensure the availability of electrical power for the
instrumentation for systems required to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after a transient or accident. The battery
powered inverters provide uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to
the 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation panelboards even if the 4.16 kV buses
are de-energized. OPERABILITY of the inverters requires that the 120
VAC Vital Instrumentation panelboard be powered by the inverter. This
ensures the availability of sufficient inverter power sources to operate the
unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated
events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident involving
handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of
a critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours) are available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead
to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.6.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

If two or more 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation panelboards are required by
LCO 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Shutdown," the remaining
OPERABLE inverters may be capable of supporting sufficient required
features to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement
involving handling recently irradiated fuel, and operations with a potential
for positive reactivity additions. The Required Action to suspend positive
reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain or increase
reactor vessel inventory, provided the required SDM is maintained. By
the allowance of the option to declare required features inoperable with
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Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.7

BASES

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued)

the associated inverter(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be
implemented in accordance with the affected required features LCOs'
Required Actions. In many instances, this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently
conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving
positive reactivity additions).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required inverters and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary inverter power to the unit safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
inverters should be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize
the time the unit safety systems may be without power or powered from
an alternate regulated voltage source.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning properly with
all required circuit breakers closed and 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation
panelboards energized from the inverter. The verification of proper
voltage and frequency output ensures that the required power is readily
available for the instrumentation connected to the 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation panelboards. The 7 day Frequency takes into account
the redundant capability of the inverters and other indications available in
the control room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DC and AC vital electrical power distribution
systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.8, Distribution Systems -
Operating.0

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of accident and transient analyses in the UFSAR,
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered

Safeguards (ES) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital
electrical power distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ES systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant
System, and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power
distribution systems is consistent with the initial assumptions of the
accident analyses and the requirements for the supported systems'
OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power
distribution systems during MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of
recently irradiated fuel assemblies ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated during
shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident involving handling
recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive decay, AC, DC, and
AC vital bus electrical power is only required to mitigate fuel
handling accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e.,
fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within the
previous 72 hours).

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).

I
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

LCO Various combinations of portions of systems, equipment, and
components are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the
specific plant condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This LCO
explicitly requires the portions of the electrical distribution system
necessary to support OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment,
and components - all specifically addressed in each LCO and implicitly
required via the definition of OPERABILITY- be energized or available to
be automatically energized by control logioduring a power source
transfer.

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system as described above
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the unit in a safe
manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents involving handling recently
irradiated fuel).

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution buses, ES power strings and
panelboards required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident accidents
involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has
occupied part of a critical reactor core within the previous 72
hours) are available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead
to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power distribution buses, ES power
strings and panelboards requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
covered in LCO 3.8.8.
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2, A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

Although redundant required equipment may require redundant buses,
ES power strings and panelboards of electrical power distribution
systems to be OPERABLE, a reduced set of OPERABLE distribution
buses, ES power strings and panelboards may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS and recently irradiated fuel movement. By allowing the
option to declare required equipment associated with an inoperable
distribution buses, ES power strings and panelboards inoperable,
appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance with the affected
distribution buses, ES power strings and panelboards LCO's Required
Actions. In many instances, this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently
conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving
positive reactivity additions).

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical
power distribution buses, ES power strings and panelboards and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary power to the unit safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required
Actions, a required decay heat removal (DHR) subsystem may be
inoperable. In this case, Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not
adequately address the concerns relating to coolant circulation and heat
removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the DHR ACTIONS would not be
entered. Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct declaring
DHR inoperable, which results in taking the appropriate DHR actions.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
distribution buses, ES power strings and panelboards should be
completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit
safety systems may be without power.
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

BASES

BACKGROUND During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment, a release of fission product radioactivity within containment
will be restricted from escaping to the environment when the LCO
requirements are met. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this is accomplished by
maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in LCO 3.6.1,
mContainment.0 In MODE 6, the potential for containment pressurization
as a result of an accident is not likely; therefore, requirements to isolate
the containment from the outside atmosphere can be less stringent. In
order to make this distinction, the penetration requirements are referred
to as containment closure rather than containment OPERABILITY."
Containment closure means that specified escape paths are closed or
capable of being closed. Since there is no significant potential for
containment pressurization, the Appendix J leakage criteria and tests are
not required.

I

The containment serves to contain fission product radioactivity that may
be released from the reactor core following an accident, such that offsite
radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements of
10 CFR 50.67. Additionally, the containment provides radiation shielding
from the fission products that may be present in the containment
atmosphere following accident conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment
pressure boundary, provides a means for moving large equipment and
components into and out of containment. During movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, the equipment hatch must
be held in place by at least four bolts. Good engineering practice dictates
that the bolts required by this LCO be approximately equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the containment
pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel access during
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 unit operation in accordance with LCO 3.6.2,
Containment Air Locks." Each air lock has a door at both ends. The

doors are normally interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when
containment OPERABILITY is required. During periods of unit shutdown
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

BACKGROUND when containment OPERABILITY is not required, the door interlock
(continued) mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air lock to remain

open for extended periods when frequent containment ingress and
egress is necessary. During movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment, containment closure is required;
therefore, the door interlock mechanism may remain disabled, but one air
lock door must always remain closed. Placement of a temporary cover
plate in the emergency air lock is an acceptable means for providing
containment closure.

The temporary cover plate is installed and sealed against the inner
emergency air lock door flange gasket. The temporary cover plate is
visually inspected to ensure that no gaps exist. All cables, hoses and
service air piping run through the sleeves on the temporary cover plate
will also be installed and sealed. The sleeves will also be inspected to
ensure that no gaps exist. Leak testing is not required prior to beginning
fuel handling operations. Therefore, visual inspection of the temporary
cover plate over the emergency air lock satisfies the requirement that the
air lock be closed, which constitutes operability for this requirement.

The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure that a
release of fission product radioactivity within containment will be
restricted from escaping to the environment. The closure restrictions are
sufficient to restrict fission product radioactivity release from containment
due to a fuel handling accident involving handling recently irradiated fuel
during refueling.

The Reactor Building Purge System includes a supply penetration and
exhaust penetration. During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, two valves in each of
the supply and exhaust penetrations are secured in the closed position.
The system is not subject to a Specification in MODE 5.

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are necessary to support refueling
operations. The purge system is used for this purpose, and two valves in
each penetration flow path may be closed on a unit vent high radiation
signal.

Other containment penetrations that provide direct access from
containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be isolated on at
least one side. Isolation may be achieved by a closed automatic isolation
valve, non-automatic power operated valve, manual isolation valve, blind
flange, or equivalent. Equivalent isolation methods may include use of a
material that can provide a temporary, atmospheric pressure ventilation
barrier for the containment penetration(s) during fuel movements
involving handling recently irradiated fuel.
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within
SAFETY ANALYSES containment, the most severe radiological consequences result from a

fuel handling accident involving handling recently irradiated fuel. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event that involves damage to irradiated
fuel (Ref. 2). A minimum fuel transfer canal water level in conjunction
with the minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to irradiated fuel
movement with or without containment closure capability ensure that the
release of fission product radioactivity subsequent to a fuel handling
accident results in doses that are within the guideline values specified in
10 CFR 50.67. The design basis for fuel handling accidents has
historically separated the radiological consequences from the
containment capability. The NRC staff has treated the containment
capability for fuel handling conditions as a logical part of the primary
success pathm to mitigate fuel handling accidents, irrespective of the
assumptions used to calculate the radiological consequences of such
accidents (Ref. 2).

Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36.

LCO This LCO reduces the consequences of a fuel handling accident involving
handling recently irradiated fuel in containment by limiting the potential
escape paths for fission product radioactivity from containment. The
LCO requires any penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed except
for the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust penetrations. For the
OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust penetrations, this LCO
ensures that these penetrations are isolable by the RB purge isolation
signal.

This LCO is modified by a note indicating that an emergency air lock door
is not required to be closed when a temporary cover plate is installed.

APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within containment
because this is when there is a potential for the limiting fuel handling
accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment penetration
requirements are addressed by LCO 3.6.1. In MODES 5 and 6, when
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment is not being
conducted, the potential for a fuel handling accident does not exist.
Additionally, due to radioactive decay, a fuel handling accident involving
handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours) will result in doses that
are well within the guideline values specified in 10 CFR 50.67 even
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY without containment closure capability. Therefore, under these
(continued) conditions no requirements are placed on containment penetration status.

ACTIONS A.1

With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any containment
penetration that provides direct access from the containment atmosphere
to the outside atmosphere not in the required status, including the
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation System not capable of
automatic actuation when the purge and exhaust valves are open, the
unit must be placed in a condition in which the isolation function is not
needed. This is accomplished by immediately suspending movement of
recently irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. Performance of
these actions shall not preclude moving a component to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in that position. Also
the Surveillance will demonstrate that each open penetration's valve
operator has motive power, which will ensure each valve is capable of
being closed.

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during the movement of
recently irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. The
Surveillance interval is selected to be commensurate with the normal
duration of time to complete fuel handling operations.

As such, this Surveillance ensures that a postulated fuel handling
accident involving handling recently irradiated fuel that releases fission
product radioactivity within the containment will not result in a release of
significant fission product radioactivity to the environment.

SR 3.9.3.2

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge supply and
exhaust isolation valve that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
the isolation position actuates to its isolation position on an actual or
simulated high radiation signal. The frequency requires the isolation
capability of the reactor building purge valves to be verified functional
once each refueling outage prior to movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment. This ensures that this function is
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

verified prior to movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment. This Surveillance will ensure that the valves are capable of
closing after a postulated fuel handling accident involving handling
recently irradiated fuel to limit a release of fission product radioactivity
from the containment.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.11.

2. NRC letter to RG & E dated December 7, 1995, R.E. Ginna
Nuclear Power Plant Conversion to Improved Standard Technical
Specifications - Resolutions of Ginna Design Basis for Refueling
Accidents.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000
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Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.6 Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment requires
a minimum water level of 21.34 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange. During refueling, this maintains sufficient water level in the fuel
transfer canal, and the spent fuel pool. Sufficient water is necessary to
retain iodine fission product activity in the water in the event of a fuel
handling accident (Refs. 1 and 2). Sufficient iodine activity would be
retained to limit offsite doses from the accident within
10 CFR 50.67 limits, as provided by the guidance of Reference 3.

APPLICABLE During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the water level in the
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel transfer canal is an initial condition design parameter in the analysis

of the fuel handling accident in containment postulated by Regulatory
Guide 1.183 (Ref. 1). Regulatory Guide 1.183, Appendix B provides
guidance for evaluating the radiological consequences of a fuel handling
accident in containment and the spent fuel pool building. The
methodology stipulates that a minimum water level of 23 ft has been
demonstrated to provide decontamination factors (DF) for the elemental
and organic species are 500 and 1, respectively, giving an overall
effective decontamination factor of 200 (i.e., 99.5% of the total iodine
released from the damaged rods is retained by the water). This
difference in decontamination factors for elemental (99.85%) and organic
iodine (0.15%) species results in the iodine above the water being
composed of 57% elemental and 43% organic species. If the depth of
the water is different from 23 feet, the decontamination factor should be
developed (Ref. 1)."

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is described in
Reference 2. Since the minimum water level of 21.34 feet is less than 23
feet, the DF must be determined through calculations with comparable
conservatism. An experimental test program described in
WCAP-7828 (Ref. 4) evaluated the extent of removal of iodine released
from a damaged irradiated fuel assembly. Using the analytical results
from the test program described in WCAP-7828, with a water depth of
21.34 feet, a comparable overall effective DF of 183 was determined.
With a minimum water level of 21.34 ft, and a minimum decay time of
72 hours prior to fuel handling, the analysis and test programs
demonstrate that the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling
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Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE accident is adequately captured by the water, and offsite doses are
SAFETY ANALYSES maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 3).

(continued)
Fuel Transfer Canal water level satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36

LCO A minimum fuel transfer canal water level of 21.34 ft above the reactor
vessel flange is required to ensure that the radiological consequences of
a postulated fuel handling accident inside containment are within
acceptable limits as provided by 10 CFR 50.67. I

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.6 is applicable when moving irradiated fuel assemblies within the 
containment. The LCO minimizes the possibility of a fuel handling
accident in containment that is beyond the assumptions of the safety
analysis. If irradiated fuel is not present in containment, there can be no
significant radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel handling
accident. Requirements for fuel handling accidents in the spent fuel pool
are covered by LCO 3.7.11, Fuel Storage Pool Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

With a water level of < 21.34 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange,
all operations involving movement of irradiated fuel assemblies shall be
suspended immediately to ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot
occur.

The suspension of fuel movement shall not preclude completion of
movement of a component to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 21.34 ft above the top of the
reactor vessel flange ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel
handling accident analysis during refueling operations is met. Water at
the required level above the top of the reactor vessel flange limits the
consequences of damaged fuel rods that are postulated to result from a
postulated fuel handling accident inside containment (Ref. 2).

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the normal
procedural controls of valve positions, which make significant unplanned
level changes unlikely.

I

I

I
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Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000.

2. UFSAR Section 15.11.2.2.

3. 10 CFR 50.67.

4. WCAP-7828, December 1971

I

I
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RB Purge Isolation - High Radiation
3.3.16

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.16 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation - High Radiation

LCO 3.3.16 One channel of Reactor Building Purge Isolation - High Radiation shall be
OPERABLE.

I
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RB Purge Isolation - High Radiation
3.3.16

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.16.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.16.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. nce each refueling
outage prior to-GeRE

movementoIrated
fuel assemblies within
containment

SR 3.3.16.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

xAnx
Amendment Nos.- -~& 694-OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3.16-2



CRVS Booster Fans
3.7.9

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.9 Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Booster Fans

LCO 3.7.9 Two CRVS Booster Fan trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILI . MODES 1,2,3, and 4,, , rI
Dwu ng3 rrovern oP rce I ',-rdaced htei acSmL/.

ACTIONS --. /

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Control Room pressure A.1 Restore Control Room 30 days
< 0.0 psig during pressure to > 0.0 psig
operation of two CRVS during operation of two
Booster Fan trains. CRVS Booster Fan

trains.

__

B. One CRVS Booster
Fan train inoperable for
reasons other than
Condition A.

B.1 Restore CRVS Booster
Fan train to
OPERABLE status.

de mo grdd -1 
72 hours addW~oI 96 h

C & d,,o fkc/

An pn~

C. Two CRVS Booster Fan C.1 Restore one CRVS 24 hours An
trains inoperable for Booster Fan train to , h
reasons other than OPERABLE status. c f is, /
Condition A. oF Coal Ronf IN

D. Ae id Ainad D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Kassociatd "C mp etionh
,>Time not met.; inMWAN

II ,>3or 4. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 hour

1_ "I .

4
nVcoAk.

x
A--

LE E aId L usu ed mo5esge -nclneno(cvl%
Q.I50c2;4cct C ueation z -of- rcoLn ; o
h~ot- 3e.79- Aedme s30l

OCO e8i w2"&r , 3.7.9-1 4"X0-Smendmeht Nos. 300, 300, & 300 /



PRVS
3.7.10

-. I3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.10 Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS)

LCO 3.7.10

APPLICABILITY:

Two PRVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

I

_ ....... . ..........

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIlR

qo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A. One ORVS train. A.1 Restore PRVS train to /days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

IrWO PRY5 WnS Cp jM X -

B. equired Action and B.1 B0ein MODE 3. 1.2-hos 30 CajS
associated Completion rw!eoer 4M..a llC.
Time,,not met. -ANE-- O*t''A h 1

,'rfC o n d hion A B- 3G r- .S rv . N -
-~~~~~~~~4y msf5J~ * OGR

&e- 43ein-MODi 5. ' 6-hour&-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCEY

SR 3.7.10.1 Operate each PRVS train for 2 15 minutes.

SR 3.7.10.2 Perform required PRVS filter testing in In accordance with the
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing VFTP
Program (VFTP).

(continued)
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PRVS
3.7.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.10.3 Verify each PRVS train actuates on an actual 18 months
or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7.10.4 erify one PRVS train canmaintain e IOl,) 1 onths on a
/egaiive prssu ~ inches w gauge STA ERED TEST

/ -rc to amosphric ress =4wrng- BASISX
operation at a flew rate of 90 efM

Vr te PR er fIy hePl
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CRACS
3.7.16

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.16 Control Room Area Cooling Systems (CRACS)

LCO 3.7.16 Two CRACS trains shall be OPERABLE as follows:

a. Two trains of the Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) shall be
OPERABLE, and

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Doring mnovcnvr o eae-n4cAV sera 

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CRVS train A.1 Restore CRVS train to 30 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. One WC train B.1 Restore WC train to 30 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

C. Control Room area air NOTE-
temperature not within LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
limit.

C.1 Restore Control Room 7 days
area air temperature
within limit.

(continued)

A d) XsYM XXX
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CRACS
3.7.16

)

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Required Action and D.1 e inMODE 3. 12 hours
(associated Completion

Time not met. in AND

MODE 11273 > ar4, D.2 B ODE 5. 36 hours

Two CRVS trains Y1 Enter LCO 3.0.3 Immediately
inoperable. &dLJP oPa

OR

Two WC Trains
inoperable. alwg

*I \ - . H
\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I N I E , , N

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I



SFPVS
3.7.17

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.17 Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS)

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.7.17-1
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SFPVS
3.7.17

AI , nI

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION
9 -. .4

mku SFIY$

B. 1vwo-Str vS t ahi

OFe 7red axon r

Co <k/ n 77nt2e
4hZjnof nme1.

B.1'0
,I.

i f,.

%I(
to viv -v.._v .,.. a

-- f in th spent fuel -

'j f . L ~ . O WIpi VL trAH2r. +" ;5,fZWm
Dea 5 's5w 

COMPLETION TIME 

Ammeditey 36

Or ted

-- P1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE Em

SR 3.7.17.1 Operate each SFPVS train for 2 15 minues.3 1-days- 4 H o5 by)

SR 3.7.17.2 Perform required SFPVS filter testing in In accordance with the
accordance with the Ventilation Filter VFTP
Testing Program (VFTP).
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and
During move ent of irradiated fuel as emblies.

A +rr- J
ACTIONS

CONDITION I \ TIRE CION I COMPLETION TIME

A. One required offsite
source inoperable.

----------------NOTE--------------
Enter applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9,
with required equipment
de-energized as a result of
Condition A.

A.1 Declare affected
required feature(s) with
no offsite power
available inoperable.

Immediately

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

I Immediately

iately

A.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

Immediately

Immediately

AND

A.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required offsite power
source to OPERABLE
status.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One required B.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
emergency power ALTERATIONS.
source inoperable.

B.2 Suspend move ent of Immediately
/ cernq A irradiate fuel 
{ ~~assemblies. 

i laate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

B.4 Initiate action to restore Immediately
required emergency
power source to
OPERABLE status.

XW W Q
Amendment Nos. .HoC3W, & 3OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.8.2-3



DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.4 125 VDC Vital I&C power source(s) shall be OPERABLE to support the
125 VDC Vital I&C power panelboard(s) required by
LCO 3.8.9,mDistribution Systems - Shutdown' and shall include at least
one of the unit's 125 VDC Vital l&C power sources.

I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5
During mo

ACTIONS

of irradiated fuel
4
rxcerd/9H

A. One or more required
125 VDC Vital I&C
power sources
inoperable.

A.1 Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

Immediately

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately

AND

A.2.2 Suspend Immediately

AND 

~nitiate action to
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

Immediately

AND
(continued)
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Vital Inverters - Shutdown
3.8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Vital Inverters - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

Vital Inverters shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation power panelboard(s) required by LCO 3.8.9, Distribution
Systems - Shutdown."A

MODES 5 nd 6,
During m vement ofirradiated fuel asse lies.

recasts I 
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare affected Immediately
vital inverters required equipment
inoperable. inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

A.2.2 Suspend m vement of Immediately
receopy irradiated fu

asse bes./

.2.3 uate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate action to restore Immediately
required inverters to
OPERABLE status.

C27 XYX
Amendment Nos.sG,S&_OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.8.7-1



Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

The necessary portion of main feeder buses, ES power strings, 125
VDC Vital I&C power panelboards, 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC power
panelboards and 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation power panelboards shall
be OPERABLE to support equipment required to be OPERABLE.

MODES 5 ant f
During vn ent offrradjate uel assem lies.

( rtcat-ly

ACTIONS

CONDITION RERC T ION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare associated Immediately
main feeder buses, ES supported required
power strings, 125 equipment inoperable.
VDC Vital I&C power
panelboards, 230 kV OR
Switchyard 125 VDC
power panelboards or A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
120 VAC Vital RATIONS.
Instrumentation power
panelboards AND
inoperable.

A.2.2 Suspend m vement of Immediately
recen4y irradiated f I

assemblies

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND
(continued)

Amendment Nos.300, &ZOCONEE UNITS 1,2, & 3 3.8.9-1



Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

LCO 3.9.3 The containment penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by a minimum of four
bolts;

b. One door in each air lock closed; and
-NOTE-

An emergency air lock door is not required to be
closed when a temporary cover plate is installed.

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either:

1. closed by a manual, non-automatic power operated or
automatic isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent, or

2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE Reactor Building
Purge supply and exhaust isolation signal.

APPLICABIL : During CORE ALTERA.TIO4,
During movement ofdirradiated fuel asse blies within containment.

ACTIONS _ _ ____

CONDITION REQUIRED A C T COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more 4A.4 4SCpend-Omediatey- 
containment .ATERATIONG
penetrations not in
required status. /AD.

A Suspend movement of Immediately
ret.'.'H( irradiated fuel

assemblies within
containment.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3
CXA <eo &Y

Amendment Nos. iM, ie, & |Q 3.9.3-1



Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment penetration 7 days
is in the required status.

SR 3.9.3.2 Verify each required Reactor Building Purge /
supply and exhaust isolation valve that is n
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in the
isolation position actuates to the isolation
position on an actual or simulated high
radiation actuation signal.

C \
Once each refueling
outage prior to-GGRE
ALTERAONS or
movement o)rradiated
fuel assemblies within V
containment

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.9.3-2
XXy ASX Azx

Amendment Nos. Wa), & 30-



Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
3.9.6

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level

X 0(
Amendment Nos. i,6 'BOO & 3eOOCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.9.6-1



Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.2 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

This program shall be in accordance with the guidelines contained in Regulatory
Guide 1.163, Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program," dated
September 1995. Containment system visual examinations required by
Regulatory Guide 1 .163, Regulatory Position C.3 shall be performed as follows:

1. Accessible concrete surfaces and post-tensioning system component
surfaces of the concrete containment shall be visually examined prior to
initiating SR 3.6.1.1 Type A test. These visual examinations, or any
portion thereof, shall be performed no earlier than 90 days prior to the
start of refueling outages in which Type A tests will be performed. The
validity of these visual examinations will be evaluated should any event or
condition capable of affecting the integrity of the containment system
occur between the completion of the visual examinations and the Type A
test.

2. Accessible interior and exterior surfaces of metallic pressure retaining
components of the containment system shall be visually examined at
least three times every ten years, including during each shutdown for SR
3.6.1.1 Type A test, prior to initiating the Type A test.

Type B and C testing shall be implemented in the program in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option A.

The peak ca ntan emal pressure for the design basis loss o 
O f Ad Paw is 59 psig. 

he maximum allowable containment leakage rate, Lb. at P, shall e 0.2,% f 
the containment air weight per day./

a. ntainment leakage rate acceptance criterion is < 1.0 L.. During the first
unit artup following testin accordance with this program, the leakage
rate a epance criE are < 0.B and Type C tests, and

/ ~< 0.75 L. for Type A tests;\

8 4~. D.~ag 0.60 La shall b to the !ec~ain room. 

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Lea ge Rate
OCOEEUNTst12g Program.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 5.0-8 Amendment Nos. 3,X&(



Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.11 Secondary Water Chemistry

This program provides controls for monitoring secondary water chemistry to
inhibit SG tube degradation. The program shall include:

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables and control
points for these variables;

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of the critical
variables;

c. Identification of process sampling points;

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data;

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point chemistry
conditions; and

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the interpretation of
the data and the sequence and timing of administrative events, which is
required to initiate corrective action.

5.5.12 Ventilation Filter Testing Proaram (VFTP)

A program shall be established to implement the following required testing of
filter ventilation systems the frequencies specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2. CReVS C sCoindTbAG o

The VFTP is applicable to the Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS), the
Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Booster Fan Trains, and the Spent
Fuel Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS).

a. Demonstrate, for the PRVS, that a dioctyl ph P) test of the high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters showsv '/O r Imoval when tested
¢rdance with ANSI N510-1975 at the stem sign flow rate

b. Demonstrate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, that a DOP test of the
HEPA filters shows 2 99.5% removal when tested at in accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow rate ± 10%.

c. Demonstrate, for the P halogenated hydrocarbon test of the
carbon adsorber shoe 2% rnoval when testoccordance with
ANSI N51 0-1975 at esign flow rate

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 5.0-21 Amendment Nos.



Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.12 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) (continued)

d. Demonstrate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, that a halogenated
hydrocarbon test of the carbon adsorber shows 2 99% removal when
tested at in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at the system design flow
rate ± 10%.

e. Demonstrate, for the CRVS aTrains, PRV and S P S, that a
laboratory test of a sample of the carbon adber s ws 2 ) "oA
radioactive methyl iodie removal when testepe wit ASTM
D3803-1989 (300C,(9 RH_

f. Demonstr ,r the rs the
ers and ab sorber banks is < 6 in. of water hesystem

dEm flow rate-8' ( n o

9. e rate, for the CRVS Booster Fan Trains, that the pressure drop
across the pre-filter is < 1 in. of water and the pressure drop across the
HEPA filters is • 2 in. of water at the system design flow rate ± 10%.

h. Demonstrate, for the SFPVS, that a dioctyl phtha e D ) test of the
hi h efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shosŽ % jemoval when

,td accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at th design flow rate
,%:,0%. 

i. e trate, for the t a halogenated hydrocarbon test of the
carbon adsorber shws 9p% removal when te in rdance with
ANSI N510-1975 at r~ d esign flow ratp 0%.)

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applica le VFTP test
frequencies.

5.5.13 Explosive Gas and Storaae Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas mixtures contained
in the waste gas holdup tanks and the quantity of radioactivity contained in waste
gas holdup tanks, and the quantity of radioactivity contained in unprotected
outdoor liquid storage tanks. The gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be
determined. The liquid radwaste quantities shall be determined by analyzing a
representative sample of the tank's contents at least once per 7 days when
radioactive materials are being added to the tank.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 5.0-22 Amendment Nos. 310, 310, 310 |



Reporting Requirements
5.6

5.6 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.6.5 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (continued)

(7) DPC-NE-3000-P-A, Thermal Hydraulic Transient Analysis
Methodology;

(8) DPC-NE-2005-P-A, Thermal Hydraulic Statistical Core Design
Methodology;

(9) DPC-NE-3005-P-A, UFSAR Chapter 15 Transient Andlysis
Methodology; and

(10) BAW-10227-P-A, Evaluation of Advanced Cladding and Structural
Material (M5) in PWR Reactor Fuel.

The COLR will contain the complete identification for each of the
Technical Specifications referenced topical reports used to prepare the
COLR (i.e., report number, title, revision number, report date or NRC SER
date, and any supplements).

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable limits
(e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic limits,
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as
SDM, transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety
analysis are met.

d. The COLR, including any midcycle revisions or supplements, shall be
provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC. I PA

5.6.6

at \ W~~required by Condition B oE .. ,Pst Accident 
55 o Monitoring (PA 3.3.23, Wain Feeder

C>,t~s' Bus Monitor Panel," a rep within the following 14 days. The
report shall outline to ned alternate met onitoring (PAM only),

6' ~' the cause erablity, and the plans and schedule for ring the
itr n channels of the Function to OPERABLE status.

5.6.7 Tendon Surveillance Report

Any abnormal degradation of the containment structure detected during the tests
required by the Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance
Program shall be reported to the NRC within 30 days. The report shall include a
description of the tendon condition, the condition of the concrete (especially at
tendon anchorages), the inspection procedures, the tolerances on cracking, and
the corrective action taken.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 5.0-31 Amendment Nos.26-, A6, & 82|7--



Replace 5.6.6 with the following:

5.6.6 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM). Main Feeder Bus Monitor Panel
(MFPMP). Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS). and Spent Fuel
Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS) Report

When a report is required by Condition B or G of LCO 3.3.8, "Post
Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentationn or Condition D of LCO
3.3.23, Main Feeder Bus Monitor Panel," a report shall be submitted
within the following 14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned
alternate method of monitoring (PAM only), the cause of the inoperability,
and the plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels of
the Function to OPERABLE status.

When a report is required by Condition B of LCO 3.7.10, "Penetration
Room Ventilation System," or Condition B of LCO 3.7.17, "Spent Fuel
Pool Ventilation System," a report shall be submitted within the following
30 outlining the plan for restoring the system to OPERABLE status.



RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.16 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-HighRadiation

BASES

BACKGROUND The RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation Function closes the RB purge
valves. This action isolates the RB atmosphere from the environment to
minimize releases of radioactivity in the event an accident occurs.

The radiation monitoring system measures the activity in a representative
sample of air drawn in succession through a particulate sampler, an iodine
sampler, and a gas sampler. The LCO addresses only the gas sampler
portion of this system (RIA-45).

The trip setpoint is chosen sufficiently below hazardous radiation levels to
ensure that the consequences of an accident will be acceptable, provided
the unit is operated within the LCOs at the onset of an accident or transient
and the equipment functions as designed.

The closure of the purge valves ensures the RB remains as a barrier to
fission product release. There is no bypass for this function.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, the
most severe radiological consequences result from a fuel handling
accident. The fuel handling accident is a postulated event that involves
damage to irradiated fuel (Ref. 1). A minimum fuel transfer canal water
level and the minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to move
irradiated fuel assembliesfrom the reactor ensure that thelease of
fission product radioactivity subsequent to a fuel handlin ccidenr Its
in doses that are within the guideline values specified in FR WCThe
design basis for fuel handling accidents has historical separated the
radiological consequences from the containment ca bility. The NRC stiff
has treated the containment capability for fuel handli conditions
logical part of the primary success path' to mitigate fue ing
accidents, regardless of the assumptions used to calculate the radiological
consequences of such accidents (Ref. 1).

The RB Purge Isolation System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(Ref. 2).

OCONEE UNITS 1 2 3 B 3.3.1 6-1 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

LCO One channel of RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation instrumentation is
required to be OPERABLE. OPERABILITY of the instrumentation includes
proper operation of the sample pump. This LCO addresses only the gas
sampler portion of the System.

APPLICABILITY The RB st h at rumentation shall be OPERABLE
h ene er ORE ATERATEN ment oflirradiated fuel r e J

-/ ' em within the RB is takin e. These con itions are those
-d.\i,, %r a c Whie in1 mage, and thus radiation release, is the

I w&\\t D P s ot While in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the Purge Valve Isolation System
,(at" V.t dhjsnot need to be OPERABLE because the purge valves are required to

b sealed clo Wile in MODES 5 and 6, without fuel handlin in
ogress, the Purge Valve Isolation System does not nee d to oce °(d ID PERABLE because the potential for a radioactive release is minimized.
e need to use the purge valves in MODES S and 6 is in preparation for

entry. This capability is required to minimize doses for personnel entering
the building and is independent of the automatic isolation capability.

'ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. and A.2.2

ditiA ap lies to au o high radiation purge function dunn
8 4OF m ment ofirradiated fulassemblie s

With one channel o in e ur ORE AL|TS T4No
movement okirradiated fu e e ,rre valves
must be closed, movement of rradiated fuel
assemblies within the RB must be suspended. Required Action .1
accomplishes the function of the high radiation channel. Required
Action A.2.1 and Required Action A.2.2 place the unit in a configuration in

%°>OL( God Pv which purge isolation on high radiation is not required. The Completion
Time of immediately is consistent with the urgency associated with the
loss of RB isolation capability under conditions in which the fuel handling
accidents re possible and the high radiation function provides the only
automa ic actions to mitigate radiation release.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.16.1 is the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for the RB purge
isolation-high radiation instrumentation once every 12 hours to ensure that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. The CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on the

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.3.16-2 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

radiation monitoring instrumentation channel to a similar parameter on
other channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
helps to ensure that the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation
instrumentation should be compared to similar unit instruments located
throughout the unit. If the radiation monitor uses keep alive sources or
check sources OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also note the detector's response to these sources.

Agreement criteria are based on a combination of the channel instrument
uncertainties, including isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are
within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE. The
12 hour Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Additionally, control
room alarms and annunciators are provided to alert the operator to various
trouble conditions associated with the instrument.

SR 3.3.16.2

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to
ensure that the channel can perform its intended function. The frequency
requires the isolation capability of the reactor build rg es to be

/le--d&-fubi-o-n nceeachrefuelingoutagep orto GiEt=
AL(,A~lON~r ovement of~rradiad fuel athinue

( containment. C~nsures that this function is verifi pior tcq1rradiated
handling within containment. This test verifies the capability

of the instrumentation to provide the RB isolation.

SR 3.3.16.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and
the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

The 18 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment and industry
accepted practice.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.3.16-3 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



CRVS Booster Fans
B 3.7.9

BASES

LCO The CRVS Booster Fan trains are considered OPERABLE when the
(continued) individual components necessary to control operator exposure are

OPERABLE in both trains. A CRVS Booster Fan train is considered
OPERABLE when the associated:

a. Booster Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and carbon absorber are not excessively restricting
flow, and are capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and control
room pressurization can be maintained with both trains operating.

In addition, the control room boundary, including the integrity of the walls,
floors, ceilings, ductwork, and access doors, must be maintained within
the assumptions of the design analysis.

Breaches (excluding the removal of system performance test port caps
per testing procedures) in the CRVS, most commonly due to the opening
of access doors, introduces the possibility of allowing unfiltered or
unanalyzed concentrations of inleakage into the Control Room. This
applies to breaches of the outside air filter trains, main air handling units
and all ductwork outside the Control Room pressure boundary. Breaches
are equivalent to two Booster Fan trains out of service.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, t C ster Fan trains mustb
OPERABLE to reduce rad tion dose to personnel in the control room
during and following an ac ent. Act-Pa p -f f.k4o-L4 a Isr et

ACTIONS A.1

With the two CRVS Booster Fan trains incapable of pressurizing the
control room, the capability to pressurize the control room must be
restored within 30 days. In this Condition, the capability to minimize the
radiation dose to personnel located in the control room during and after
an accident is not assured. One or both CRVS Booster Fan trains may
be OPERABLE in this Condition. If one or both CRVS Booster Fans are
simultaneously inoperable, the Completion Time for these separate
Conditions is more limiting than the 30 day Completion Time for Action
A.1. If OPERABLE the CRVS Booster Fan train(s) can provide some

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.7.9-2 BASES REVISION DATED |WO2t



Insert into Bases for TSB 3.7.9

> To Applicability: 

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, the CRVS Booster Fan trains
must be OPERABLE to cope with a release due to a fuel handling accident involving
handling recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive decay, CRVS is only required to
mitigate fuel handling accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that
has occupied part of a critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).



CRVS Booster Fans
B 3.7.9

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

dose reduction. The 30 day Completion Time is based on the low
probability of an accident occurring during the time period and the
potential for OPERABLE CRVS Booster Fan trains to provide some dose
reduction.

B.1

With one CRVS Booster Fan train inoperable for reasons other than
Condition A, action must be taken to restore the train to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE
CRVS Booster Fan train provides some dose reduction for pe nnel in

Sol roo. The 7 hoyc~ople~imeibs-eon the lows
'pr~ablityblnmealurringduringthymeperiod, and ability of

the remaining train to provide some dose reduction.
C n t o ad w

C.1

wit CRV Booste trins inoperable for reasons other than
ondition A b e red to I~fLE statu

T hisConitio, te caabittnmz th ~ion dose to

unavailable. The 24 hour ompletion Time is based on the low
probability of an accident occurring durinn this time periodo
0- nrt d.0 p a cddizd tazowt

,Ak4L~r7 bLuo conadh&*M
D.1 Cob sob a bacc 44 whxogw c

If the inoperable CRVS Booster Fan trsannot be resto 0o
OPE~ts wthn te ea Copson ire~e un e

n a MODE[CO does not ax.To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours, and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based o e o reach the required unit conditions from

,Ster conditions in an orderly annet chlleing unit

\ ~I~nsetr+ a4LCX~d
S R 3.7.9.1-SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS
Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they
function properly. As the environment and normal operating conditions
on this system are not severe, testing each train once every 92 days

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, 3 B 3.7.9-3 BASES REVISION DATED 12/11/02 



Insert into ACTIONS for the Bases of TS 3.7.9:

E.1

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, when one or more CRV
are inoperable, action must be taken immediately to suspend activities that coul
release radioactivity that might require isolation of the control room. This places

in a condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the move
fuel to a safe position.

S trains
d
s the unit
ment of



PRVS
B 3.7.10

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The PRVS filters air from the area of the active penetration rooms during
the recirculation phase of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

The PRVS consists of two independent, redundant trains. Each train
consists of a prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, an
activated carbon adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(principally iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves or dampers, and
instrumentation also form part of the system. The system initiates filtered
ventilation of the Reactor Building penetration rooms area following
receipt of an Engineered Safeguards actuation signal (ESAS).

The PRVS is a standby system. During emergency operations, the
PRVS valves are realigned, and fans are started to begin filtration. Upon
receipt of the ESAS signal(s), the stream of ventilation air discharges
through the system filter trains. The prefilters remove any large particles
in the air, and any entrained water droplets present, to prevent excessive
loading of the HEPA filters and carbon adsorbers.

The P VS is discussed in the UFSAR, Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.7, and 15.4.7
<t~efs.1, !3, respectively).

APPLICABL ATMe design bas of the PRVS is established by the Maximum
SAFETY A ~~LSES HypotheticaWcident (MH ch a case, the system limits

releases Pvflin 10 CFR (Ref. 7d
oses inthe Control Room are ained within the limi

0 CFR 20 (Ref. 4). The analyiz ef dd e A of an

/ MHA is rnoe in^ P4frne .I 1 

The PRVS also actuates following a large and small break LOCA, in I AfCs0h7
those s where the unit es into the recirculation mode of long term A 8) dkW

cooling, and to leanup release o mle as from valve *>
stem packing.

F owna Ae 
dampers located in the penetration room outlet ductwork.

The PRVStsatisfiesCriterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). PAYS is eam d

Ad Y4Z Sped hc on kr 4L2 A L4IZ purposes /(

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.7.10-1 BASES REVISION DATED 07/18/01 |



PRVS
B 3.7.10

BASES (continued)

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the PRVS are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuming that a
single failure disables the other train coincident with loss of offsite power.

The PRVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
necessary to maintain the penetration room filtration are OPERABLE in
both trains.

A PRVS train is considered OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and carbon adsorber are not excessively restricting
flow, and are capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air flow can
be maintained.

In addition, the penetration room boundaries, including the integrity of the
walls, floors, ceilings, ductwork, and access doors, must be maintained
within the assumptions of the design analysis.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2,3, and 4, the PRVS is required to be OPERABLE
consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the containment.

In MODES 5 and 6, the PRVS is not required to be OPERABLE since the
containment is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIOIPJS A.1

With one,;PRVS trair. inoperable, actior,^must be taken to re torh
PRVS trainto OPERABLE status withirTZ days. Du4 g histfme , .
/ramnininc OPERBLE train is adequate to porfom the PR"- f-sayfeby;GC*SA d

failurp in the OPERABLE 5RyS ralii muou rsult ini lus of PRnV i ysksm 's hO a
function. finger ,l.- d nR\

The&Aay Completion Time is appropriate I
i- ,jegtili Nac~than that of the& ECC; (72 hou r (:nmpletio Tin,) n hic c-ystotoo GAb

is not a dirct support system for the ECC&. Th day Completion Time
is based on the low probability of an accident ocdlifring during this time
periodarnd abilty of the remining train to provide the requ ired capabti.

E UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.7.10-2 BASES REVISION DATED 07/18/01 |OCONE



PRVS
B 3.7.10

BASES

ACTIONS __
(continued) am Hi o PVs butt' :erwlIev or ,vust

Jhe required Action and associated Completion Timee- not met,e " -fort
"nit mstb lod;~~MD nwihtoLOdc fnet apply. T ~ *i~
achieve this status, the unit mutu be placed- in at least MODE 3 within i 8S o.;, s
1,2' hourwsand in MODE 6 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion W,;1 jk.

Time reasonable, based on operating expenencetloreach-the- Ha it, He
[~~rq mtired unit conditions froms full power conditions in an orderly mnnpr sas

~ndwitot' callonging unit cs'ctem=.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

Stndby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that t.he\
Junction properly. Since the environment and normal operatng 

/ co~nditions on this system are not severe, testing ech t Ainoo months \
/ ~provides an adequate check on this system. The quuency is)

/ ~~based on known reliability of equipmentn the tw r in red RGy /

This SR verifies that the required PRVS testing is performed in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The
VFTP includes testing HEPA filter performance and carbon adsorber
efficiency. Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.7.10.3

This SR verifies that each PRVS train starts and operates on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The 18 month Frequency is consistent with
the guidance in

SR 3.7.10.4

This SR verifies [fie fieefgability ac X 4 I

the PRVS to;aintain 2Fw respect. to outside Paso foom and
e- 2ooAtmespheoIs periodically tested to verify proper functioning of the

PRVS. ting the pocs0 'wident mode of operation, the PRVYS is
u'hs 44 CnsuLa *ore+4ia-t A * n 0rnCoerQJtc -
of At are-a, 1 A z il i

OCONEE UNIT 2, ON- DAT4A D0p715.80

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, &_ 0-3EIONDATED 07/18/01 |



PRVS
B 3.7.1 0

BASES -

SURV LLANCE SR 3.7.10.4 (continued)
REQU REMENTS

*,5cigne' to maintain a~ sligh ncgati':o proceurc in tho- panotratlon rooms\
ih rosppct to outrevent unfiltered LEAA 

~VC is designted to maintain this neatve pressurc at a flow rate of 
Innn1oo ~ mfo 1 e The Frequency of1 I months on a -

,filtffitimnSs, fko- Fy- 0 g7nS oa_ 5CED> ~~SA E TEST BASS ;s c~~~krSt nnsaprc7

7ESr ,~ ,so 1is=VLI c ftl. S7yvrcLc ? -u

perating te rNry Sensure that the 6
system functions rop E Atl PRVS filter bypass
valve is veita be opened. An 18 month F rq

\ uidwi ance in Reference 6.

REFERENCES --S Section 6 

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.7.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.15.

4. 10CFR20.

/ 6. Regulatory ue5

/ 7. 10 CFR 100.\

8. loc-IZ So.(,-[.

q. -S £ C Qo

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.7.1 0-4 BASES REVISION DATED 07/18/01 



CRACS
B .7.16

BASES (continued)

LCO inoperable for Unit 2. If both dampers close, an adequate flow path for
(continued) OPERABILITY Is maintained even if one of two motor operated dampers

on Unit 2 fail closed. If the Unit 1 dampers fail closed, OPERABILITY is
not affected for the AHU-35 failure scenario. OPERABILITY is not
maintained if one or both of the fire dampers between cable rooms or
equipment rooms is closed. Compensatory measures, such as opening
the damper and posting a fire watch must be taken to maintain
OPERABILITY.

The CRACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
that are necessary to maintain control area temperature are OPERABLE
in both trains of CRVS and WC System. Each CRVS train listed In Table
B 3.7.16-1 includes the associated ductwork, instrumentation, and air
handling unit, which includes the fan, fan motor, cooling coils, and
isolation dampers. Each WC train consists of a chiller, chilled water
pump, condenser service water pump, and associated controls. Although
each chilled water pump Is normally associated with, and aligned to, a
specific chiller, any OPERABLE chilled water pump maybe aligned to any
OPERABLE chiller to maintain one OPERABLE train when a component
has been removed from service. The two redundant trains can Include a
temporarily installed full-capabity control area cooling train. Any
temporary cooling train shall have a power source with availability
equivalent to the source of the permanently installed train. A temporary
cooling train power source with equivalent availability shall include
procedural controls for:

1. Normal Auxiliary power (e.g. B4T-7) for normal operation.
2. Swapping to a Keowee backed power supply (e.g. 3TD-1 5) following

a LOOP.

In addition, the CRACS must be OPERABLE to the extent th
d~rculation_ 7 lftre,,,

et dner AS nlovCMe± of ecetn+ly ;rmd-t. 4\
APPLICABILITY In MOS 1, 2, 3, n4d 4he CRACS must be OPERABLE to ensure that asserniltS

the trol area temperature will not exceed equipment OPERABILITY (s1.C, &-l f+A
require nts. -Asocc;F iparf elf

m ' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~rcril ~~~
core ;tih;n ii-
previotts 7-
ho\urs),

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.7.16-4 BASES REVISION DATED 04/24103 



CRACS
B 3.7.16

BASES

ACTIONS &>D.1 and D.2
(continued) { nmoD>E

If the Required Actions and associated Completion imes of 
Conditions A, B, or C are not melj the unit must be placed in a MODE in
ThisSRverifies that tapply. To chileve this status, the unit mugs fi

placd inat lt MOE 3 within 12 hon MODEbr6
- hours. The allo wleton-T~es r reasoaae on

o aintainterence, to reach the required unit condibons from full
bpowr ons in an orderly manner without challenging unit systems.

room at or below 850 The temperatur .s determined by roDE Z
IIboth CRVS trains or bothmWCtrains are noperablthe CS

mnot be casedo perath and the an
ndication ofder taccident analyses. terefo elt.3 must be

Ti rconervaivewitespc oeuimn prbiiytmeatr iis

SURVEILLANCE S R :756. 1 7 t

REQUIREMENTS 
This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the system is sufficient
to maintain the temperature in the control rom and cable room at or
below 80F and maintain the temperature in the electrical equipment
room at or below 85°F. The temperature Is determined by reading
gauges n each area or computer points which are considered
representative of the average area temperature. These temperature
limits are based on operating history and are ntended to provide an
Indication of degradation of the cooling systems. The limits are
conservative with respect to equipment operability temperature limits.
The values for the SR are values at which the system s removing
sufficient heat to meet design requirements (i.e., OPERABLE) andi
sufficiently above the values associated with normal operation during hot
weather. The temperature in the equipment room s typically slightly
higher than the temperature n the control room or cable room. Because
of that, a higher value is specifiedi for this area. The 12 hour Frequency
is appropriate since significant degradation of the CRACS Is slow and s
not expected over this time period.

.,

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 3.11.5.

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1.

. OCONEE UNITS 1 2 3 B 3.7.16-6 BASES REVISION DATED 04/24/03 



nsert 

E. I and E.2\

During movement of recently irradiated fuel, if the
inoperable CRACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE CRACS train
must be placed in operation immediately. This action ensures that the
remaining train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing actuation
will occur, and that any active failure will be readily detected.
An alternative to Required Action E.1 is to immediately suspend activities
that could release radioactivity that might require the isolation of the
control room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes accident
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

Insert 2

G.1

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, with two CRACS trains
inoperable, action must be taken to immediately suspend activities that could release
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a
condition that minimizes accident risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.



SFPVS
B 3.7.17

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.17 Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND Ventilation air for the Spent Fuel Pool Area is supplied by an air handling
unit which consists of roughing filters, steam heating coil, cooling coil
supplied by low pressure service water, and a centrifugal fan. In the
normal mode of operation, the air from the Spent Fuel Pool Area is
exhausted directly to the unit vents by the general Auxiliary Building
exhaust fans. The filtered exhaust system consists of a single filter train
and two 100 percent capacity vane axial fans. The filter train utilized is
the Reactor Building Purge Filter Train. The Unit 2 Reactor Building
purge filter train is used for the combined Unit 1 and 2 Spent Fuel Pool
Ventilation System, The Unit 3 Reactor Building purge filter train is used
for the Unit 3 SFP Ventilation System. The filter train is comprised of
prefilters, HEPA filters, and charcoal filters. To control the direction of air
flow, i.e., to direct the air from the Fuel Pool Area to the Reactor Building
Purge Filter Train, a series of pneumatic motor operated dampers are
provided along with a crossover duct from the Fuel Pool to the filter train.

The SFPVS is discussed in the UFSAR, Section 9.4.2, (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analysis of the limiting fuel handling accident, the cask drop
accident, given in Reference 2, assumes that a certain number of fuel
assemblies are damaged. The DBA analysis for the cask drop accident,
does not ume operation of the SFPVSA.These assumptions and the
an s re co istent with the guidance i
Gup~ 1 .es (Ref. 3). 5, o 4K{

16.5 _,t oCfY so.07( e.4
The Sosat e cri eria in 10
tko SFPfS l's rdina *' vi *pt'° Sr4d4 P-

Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



SFPVS I
B 3.7.17

BASES

LCO F VS train is considered OPERABLE when its assoc
(continued)

,1. Fan is OPERABLE;
pjllct- 4rait~ o&..uird-

2. HEPA filter and eharcoal a r are not excessively retictina
fkTw, and areeable of performing theki filtration f'tions; and

3. Ductwork and dampers are OPERABLE, and air flow can be
maintained.

The LCO is modified by4e Note$. Mte 1 ctato LCO 3.0.3 does not
-apply If moqving fuel or rennd 'eting rerane operntionQ ih c ovr 

/ . action. If movng fuel or nnndl jrting Preeperabin it doerte-
storzge nnoLwhi~ in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, thc fucl movem e ti
indpei uid i ul I Vacto, operation. Therefro, inailiy to supend
.~~me cf fu.ppernblsse is a sffieie n te requiro a
roter shuvtdo i.'otefstates the requirements of this LCO is not
applicable during reracking operations with no fuel in the spent fuel poo
With no fuel in the spent fuel pool, the potential release of radioactiv
material to the environs resulting from crane operation ver the
storage ool is substanti

APPLICABILI During movement offuel in the fuel handling area or during crane
operations with loads over the spent fuel pool, the SFPVS is s - ,

K~~..- 44SVkO6.(PABEO<L& SA0 L-0y

ACTIONS A.1 aadA2'
1 CA- ntu4Ab -A- -OS Lo k< j

With one SFPVS train inoperable, he OPERABLE GFPVG trinlmut be
.stared irmediatey wvvth its discharge through the associated reato s eS. h
bu/ ildingS purge filter or fuel rno':emcnt in tIIe ;>pnil fuel pool dnul cran0c

/ ppS l~~di over thcespent UUfIulb p Sben de. Thi5 actiLM

4ailurs ll hn reai ng d trni A

.Mhe-sys1tiii is lottfi p in operation, this aoetiu ~Li es 5supeF1sjor
/~~~c meunvnl~ i asuspcncien of crano oporation with loade-h-

pnt fuel pool, which precludes a fuel handling snid~nt This aci
dlocs not pr~clude the movemnt of fuel ascembliec or crane- loadslu-a-
safe-poton.*
ThI's CcAt 

\~~OAn- A atu ,W n C Q 

CONEE UNITS B 3.7.17-2 BAz E NDATED03/7/99d I
OCONEE UNITS 3.7.17-2 BA9SES P1 ISION DATED 03/27/99| 



SFPVS
B 3.7.17

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

I- _

B.1 LA)ia two sNSf s, en~ dc.lt or 4 bjedd 44
B. I d 44d essci d tasty ret At f e e

-Whei -twetrains of 4hSFPVSe inoperabe during movlmentof fu
that spent fel poolr the Iunit must bo placed in a condition in which thc o 

CO does not apply. This Antion involves imm iately i p s , mt
mrovem-nt of fucl assomblios in th> pert fuel pool And s spinof s4'm4. I)
crane oprtos~.tcd3 ver the -pon furpolahs osnt~ JAL~JJ
DprecludM the mov.emont of fileel or crane lo o afepoito. Ac ptd.I- i;r -oneration&*0~~~o~s~o I.O .bF°

st7WU S. ],h' "Co~,opzps
SR 3.7.17.1 T Cr

s0m 25 no Hor~f~
Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they At cJud°i.<

function properly. As the environment and normal operating conditions sha
n this system are not severe, testing each train once every4 rillt , 

provides an adequate check on this system. SyCteW64A(.it6h)fnctiny ont th rog tyt~ he 1 a Fcguial4oJ itse bu g ~ 3n thedn.@ 

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS )

1 Eiesa esign low- i Q/. fnr > IS in, des to-demonstrate-ftmn-
f ction of the sysctm he 31 day-Frequency is-based on the-known -

/relipblity of the equipment and tho two train redundancy.-

SR_ 3.

This SR verifies that the required SFPVS testing is performed in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The
VFTP includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties of the
activated charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test frequencies and additional information are discussed in
detail in the VFTP.

REFERENCES 1.

UFSAR, Section 15.11.
183

Regulatory Guide 1 2

)O CF-O 54,7

OCONEE UNITS 1 2 3 B 3.7.1 7-3 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources, except AC sources utilizing transformer
CT-5, is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."
An additional source of AC power is available either directly from the 100
kV Central Tie Substation or from the combustion turbines at Lee Steam
Station via a 100 kV transmission line connected to Transformer CT-5.
This single 100 kV circuit is connected to the 100 kV transmission system
through the substation at Central, located eight miles from Oconee. The
Central Substation is connected to Lee Steam Station twenty-two miles
away through a similar 100 kV line. This line can either be isolated from
the balance of the transmission system to supply emergency power to
Oconee from Lee Steam Station, or offsite power can be supplied directly
from the 100 kV system from the Central Tie Substation. When CT-5 is
energized from the 100 kV system, this is an acceptable offsite source for
Oconee Units in MODES 5 and 6. When CT-5 is energized from an
OPERABLE Lee Combustion Turbine (LCT) and isolated from the
balance of the transmission system, this source is an acceptable
emergency power source.

Located at Lee Steam Station are three 44.1 MVA combustion turbines.
One of these three combustion turbines can be started in one hour and
connected to the 100 kV line. Transformer CT-5 is sized to carry the
engineered safeguards auxiliaries of one unit plus the shutdown loads of
the other two units.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The OPERABILITY of the min C sources during MODES 5
and 6 and during movement irradi e assemblies ensures that:

tre-ttt 
a. The unit can be maint utdown or refueling condition

for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
I"i



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABLE In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical Specifications
SAFETY ANALYSES requirements ensure that the unit has the capability to mitigate the

(continued) consequences of postulated accidents. However, assuming a single
failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not required.
The rationale for this is based on the fact that many accidents that are
analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses in MODES 5
and 6. Worst-case bounding events are deemed not credible in
MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the reactor
pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and the
corresponding stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being
significantly reduced or eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These
deviations from accident analysis assumptions and design requirements
during shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required systems.

During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 various deviations from the analysis
assumptions and design requirements are allowed within the Required
Actions. This allowance is in recognition that certain testing and
maintenance activities must be conducted provided an acceptable level of
risk is not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a
significant number of required testing and maintenance activities is also
required. In MODES 5 and 6, the activities are generally planned and
administratively controlled. Relaxations from MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 LCO
requirements are acceptable during shutdown MODES based on:

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a risk prudent
goal as well as a utility economic consideration;

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for certain
conditions. These may include administrative controls, reliance
on systems that do not necessarily meet typical design
requirements applied to systems credited in operating MODE
analyses, or both;

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated with multiple
activities that could affect multiple systems; and

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to perform required
functions (even if not meeting MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 OPERABILITY
requirements) with systems assumed to function during an event.

OCONEE UNITS 1,2, &3 B 3.8.2-2 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABLE In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LCO ensures the
SAFETY ANALYSES capability to support systems necessary to avoid immediate difficulty,

(continued) assuming either a loss of all offsite power or a loss of all onsite
emergency power sources and their associated emergency power paths.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).

LCO One offsite source capable of supplying the onsite power distribution
system(s) of LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown," ensures that
all required loads are powered from offsite power. An OPERABLE
emergency power source, associated with a distribution system required
to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.9, ensures a diverse power source is
available to provide electrical power support, assuming a loss of the
offsite source. Together, OPERABILITY of the required offsite source
and emergency power source ensure the availability of sufficient AC
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences;uasdn r .g., fuel g
accident . olviLs krwr _ / C

The qualified offsiteole of ining rated
frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during an accident,
while connected to the main feeder bus(es). Qualified offsite source are
those that are described in the UFSAR and are part of the licensing basis
for the unit.

An offsite source can be an offsite circuit available or connected through
to the 230 kV switchyard to the startup transformer and to one main
feeder bus. Additionally, the offsite source can be an offsite circuit
available or connected though the 230 kV switchyard (525 kV switchyard
for Unit 3) to a backoharged unit main step-up transformer and unit
auxiliary transformer to one main feeder bus. Another alternative is the
energized Central 100 kV switchyard available or connected through the
100 kV line and transformer CT-5 to one main feeder bus.

In MODES 5 or 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel, a Lee
Combustion Turbine (LCT) energizing one standby bus via an isolated
power path to one main feeder bus can be utilized as an emergency
power source. The LCT is required to provide power within limits of
voltage and frequency using the 100 kV transmission line electrically
separated from the system grid and offsite loads energizing one or more
standby buses through transformer CT-5. The required number of
energized standby buses is based upon the requirements of LCO 3.8.9,
Distribution System - Shutdown."

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.8.2-3 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

LCO
(continued)

An OPERABLE KHU must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated
speed and voltage, and connecting to the main feeder bus(es). The
sequence must be capable of being accomplished within 23 seconds
after a manual emergency start initiation signal. An emergency power
source must be capable of accepting required loads and must continue to
operate until offsite power can be restored to the main feeder buses.

This LCO is modified by three Notes. Note 1 indicates that a unit startup
transformer may be shared with a unit in MODES 5 and 6. Note 2
indicates that the requirements of Specification 5.5.19, "Lee Combustion
Turbine Testing Program,' shall be met when a Lee Combustion Turbine
(LCT) is used for the emergency power requirements. Note 3 indicates
that the required emergency power source and the required offsite power
source shall not be susceptible to a failure disabling both sources.

The required emergency power source and required offsite source
cannot be susceptible to a failure disabling both sources. If the required
offsite source is the 230 kV switchyard and the startup transformer
energizing the required main feeder bus(es), the KHU and its required
underground emergency power path are required to be OPERABLE since
it is not subject to a failure, such as an inoperable startup transformer,
which simultaneously disables the offsite source. If the Central
switchyard is serving as the required offsite source through the CT-5
transformer with a power path through only one standby bus, the KHU
and its required underground emergency power path cannot be used as
the emergency power source if the power path is through the same
standby bus since a single failure of a standby bus would disable both
sources. Conversely, if an LCT is being used as an emergency power
source, the required offsite source must be an offsite circuit available or
connected through the startup transformer or a backcharged unit main
step-up transformer and the unit auxiliary transformer.

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and
during movement ofira el assemblies provide assurance that:

a. Systems to ate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel assemblies;

b. ms needed to mitigat a fuel han
( 'ohvr'IA hard/lrjg DecrSy I , Ael 6 A s d

c. ms ne ry to miti the ts of events that n lead P
to core amage duigisutdown are avie;a Cr7hc

Core. iden #c
rw~ooAs 72Aotrsj

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.8.2-4 BASES REVISION DATED 03/27/99 



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABILITY d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
(continued) and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling

condition.

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.1.

ACTIONS A.1

An offsite source would be considered inoperable if it were not available
to one required main feeder bus. Although two main feeder buses may
be required by LCO 3.8.9, the one main feeder bus with offsite power
available may be capable of supporting sufficient required features to
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and uel movement. By th
allowance of the option to declare features inopebe-with no ositer
power available, appropriate restrictions will be implemented in
accordance with the affected required features LCO's ACTIONS.

A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. B.1. B.2. B.3. and B.4

With the offsite source not available to all required features, the option
would still exist to declare all required features inoperable. Since this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for
sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the required emergency
power source inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC power
sources is not available. It is, therefore, required to suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of rradiated fuel assemblies, and operations
involving positive reactivity additions. The Required Action to suspend
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain or
increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required SDM is
maintained.

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability or the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required AC sources and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary AC power to the unit safety systems.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.8.2-5 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the 125 VDC Vital I&C sources is provided in the Bases
for LCO 3.8.3, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Accidents and transients analyses in the UFSAR,
Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered
Safeguard (ES) systems are OPERABLE. The 125 VDC Vital l&C
electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC electrical
power for the emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all
MODES of operation.

Although the 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC Power System provides control
power for circuit breaker operation in the 230 kV switchyard as well as
DC power for degraded grid voltage protection circuits during all MODES
of operation, no credit is taken for these functions in MODES 5 and 6.

The OPERABILITY of the 125 VDC Vital I&C sources is consistent with
the initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for
the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power
sources during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement o
assemblies ensures that: ofre f b )

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel ha ident

The 125 VDC Vital I&C sources satisfy Criteri o recnt iq rdjo*42J.
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3). D *t r ioodA'e dewav C 1

/edr1cI po er- s only rlkiq

,c'~-dtfts ̂ l gQ 1 2aISw

/ roac0 ccup I

OCONEE UNITS 1,2, & 3 B 3.8.4-1



DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

LCO The 125 VDC Vital I&C electrical power sources, each source consisting
of one battery, one battery charger, and the corresponding control
equipment and interconnecting cabling within the source, are required to
be OPERABLE to support required distribution systems required
OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown" and shall
include at least one of the unit's 125 VDC Vital l&C power sources. This
ensures the availability of sufficient 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigahe
consequence .,fuel h
accident

APPLICABILITY The 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power sources required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and during movement ofir
assemblies, provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core;

b. Requir eeieRie
avai le; hg Fdc

c. Re uired features necessary to mitigate the effects of events that Good
can damage during shutwn are available; and 7 a mp

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The 125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.3.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

If two or more 125 VDC Vital I&C panelboards are required by LCO 3.8.9,
the remaining 125 VDC Vital l&C panelboards with 125 VDC Vital l&C
power available may be capable of supporting sufficient systems to allow
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movemenk By allowing
the option to declare required features inoperable w associated
125 VDC Vital l&C power source(s) inoperable, app priate restrictions

F .,
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued)

will be implemented in accordance with the affected required features
LCO ACTIONS. In many instances this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently
conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
moe of rradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive

~ reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend positive reactivity
additions does not preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel
inventory, provided the required SDM is maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required 125 VDC Vital l&C
electrical power sources and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary 125 VDC Vital l&C
electrical power to the unit safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
125 VDC Vital l&C electrical power sources should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the unit
safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.4.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.3.1 through SR 3.8.3.6. Therefore, see the corresponding Bases
for LCO 3.8.3 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE 125 VDC Vital l&C sources from being
discharged below their capability to provide the required power supply or
otherwise rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the
intent that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.8.4-3 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



Vital Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.7

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Vital Inverters - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.6,
"Inverters - Operating."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Accident and transient analyses in the UFSAR,
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered

Safeguards systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are
designed to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to the Reactor
Protection System and Engineered Safeguards (ES) System
instrumentation and controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System,
and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation panelboards during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events postulated during
shutdown, such as a fuel handling accidenk,

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.8.7-1 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

LCO The inverters ensure the availability of electrical power for the
instrumentation for systems required to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after a transient or accident. The battery
powered inverters provide uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to
the 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation panelboards even if the 4.16 kV buses
are de-energized. OPERABILITY of the inverters requires that the 120
VAC Vital Instrumentation panelboard be powered by the inverter. This
ensures the availability of sufficient inverter power sources to operate the
unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated
events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during
movement of emblies provide assurance that:

a. Syste i equate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core;

b. y Ca aGM
K h h =Q~~~~Agcett n S'AW

c. ;sncestiga the effc ts of e tt leaa 2A -

ta v aile~~~~~~~~~; and ~

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.6.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

If two or more 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation panelboards are required by
LCO 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Shutdown," the remaining
OPERABLE inverters may be capable of supporting sufficient required
features to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movemen
and operations with a potential for positive reactivity additions. The
Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does not
preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory,
provided the required SDM is maintained. By the allowance of the option
to declare required featur 

C L#
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Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.7

BASES

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3, and A.2.4 (continued)

inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be implemented in accordance
with the affected required features LCOs' Required Actions. In many
instances, this option may involve undesired administrative efforts.
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of rradiated fuel
assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivil 10

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required inverters and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary inverter power to the unit safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
inverters should be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize
the time the unit safety systems may be without power or powered from
an alternate regulated voltage source.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning properly with
all required circuit breakers closed and 120 VAC Vital Instrumentation
panelboards energized from the inverter. The verification of proper
voltage and frequency output ensures that the required power is readily
available for the instrumentation connected to the 120 VAC Vital
Instrumentation panelboards. The 7 day Frequency takes into account
the redundant capability of the inverters and other indications available in
the control room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DC and AC vital electrical power distribution
systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems -
Operating.'

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of accident and transient analyses in the UFSAR,
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered

Safeguards (ES) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital
electrical power distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ES systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant
System, and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power
distribution systems is consistent with the initial assumptions of the
accident analyses and the requirements for the supported systems'
OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital electrical
distribution systems during MODES 5 and 6, and during moveme of vscertlq
irradiated fuel assemblies ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.8.9-1 BASES REVISION DATED 07/03/01 



Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

LCO Various combinations of portions of systems, equipment, and
components are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the
specific plant condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This LCO
explicitly requires the portions of the electrical distribution system
necessary to support OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment,
and components - all specifically addressed in each LCO and implicitly
required via the definition of OPERABILITY- be energized or available to
be energized during a power source transfer.

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system as described above
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the unit in a safe
manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated eet-ui 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accide 

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power dib t iE e
panelboards required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during
movement orse mblies, provide assurance that:

a. Sbrdeq d ate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core;

b. ta r Q
b. S tstsededomtigaeili acci r gP

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power distribution buses, ES power
strings and panelboards requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
covered in LCO 3.8.8.

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2. & 3 B 3.8.9-2 BASES REVISION DATED 07/03/01 



Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4 and A.2.5

Although redundant required equipment may require redundant buses,
ES power strings and panelboards of electrical power distribution
systems to be OPERABLE, a reduced set of OPERABLE distribution
buses, ES power strings and panelboards may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS an uel movement. By allowing the option to declare
required equipment associated with an inoperable distribution buses, ES
power strings and panelboards inoperable, appropriate restrictions are
implemented in accordance with the affected distribution buses, ES
power strings and panelboards LCO's Required Actions. In many
instances, this option may involve undesired administrative efforts.
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivity additio

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical
power distribution buses, ES power strings and panelboards and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary power to the unit safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required
Actions, a required decay heat removal (DHR) subsystem may be
inoperable. In this case, Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not
adequately address the concerns relating to coolant circulation and heat
removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the DHR ACTIONS would not be
entered. Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct declaring
DHR inoperable, which results in taking the appropriate DHR actions.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
distribution buses, ES power strings and panelboards should be
completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit
safety systems may be without power.

OCONEE UNITS 1 2 3 B 3.8.9-3 BASES REVISION DATED 07/03/01 



Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

BASES

BACKGROUND Duri Rl Tmg3ermeentofirradiatedfgel assemblies
w ithinr a ion uctradioacity within
containment will be restricted from escapin theironment when the
LCO requirements are met. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this is
accomplished by maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in
LCO 3.6.1, Containment. In MODE 6, the potential for containment
pressurization as a result of an accident is not likely; therefore,
requirements to isolate the containment from the outside atmosphere can
be less stringent. In order to make this distinction, the penetration
requirements are referred to as containment closure" rather than
containment OPERABILITY.' Containment closure means that specified

escape paths are closed or capable of being closed. Since there is no
significant potential for containment pressurization, the Appendix J
leakage criteria and tests are not required.

The containment serves to contain fission product radioactivity that may
be released from the reactor core following an accident, such that offsite
radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements of

60, ? 10 CF R Additionally, the containment provides radiation shielding
from the fission products that may be present in the containment
atmosphere following accident conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part o
r_ re provides a means for vin large quipment and

components into an ut of containment, ring CGilEALTERATION3
moovement ofirradiat d fuel assemblies ithin containment, the

; must e held in place by
engineering practic ctates that the bolts required by this LCO be

proximate ally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the containment
pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel access during
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 unit operation in accordance with LCO 3.6.2,
Containment Air Locks." Each air lock has a door at both ends. The

doors are normally interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when
containment OPERABILITY is required. During periods of unit shutdown

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.9.3-1 Amendment Nos. W, 0 & W



Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

BACK(
(cont

)ROUND when containment OPERABILITY is not required, the door interlock
inued) mechanism may be disabled, allo bogs of an air lock to remain

open for extended periods contain ess and
egress is necessary. Dunin oRErALTERATIN :11ement of

{ylirradiated fuel assemblies nmennosQ nt closure is
required; therefore, the door interlock mechanism may remain disabled,
but one air lock door must always remain closed. Placement of a
temporary cover plate in the emergency air lock is an acceptable means
for providing containment closure.

The temporary cover plate is installed and sealed against the inner
emergency air lock door flange gasket. The temporary cover plate is
visually inspected to ensure that no gaps exist. All cables, hoses and
service air piping run through the sleeves on the temporary cover plate
will also be installed and sealed. The sleeves will also be inspected to
ensure that no gaps exist. Leak testing is not required prior to beginning
fuel handling operations. Therefore, visual inspection of the temporary
cover plate over the emergency air lock satisfies the requirement that the
air lock be closed, which constitutes operability for this requirement.

The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure that a
release of fission product radioactivity within containment will be
restricted from escaping to the environment. The closure restrictions are
sufficient to restrict fission product radioactivitV re s
due to a fuel handling acciden ariin V f in &ai

The Reactor Building Purge Sm 
exhaust penetration. During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, two valves in each of
the supply and exhaust penetrations are secured in the closed position.
The system is not subject to a Specification in MODE 5.

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are necessary to support refueling
operations. The purge system is used for this purpose, and two valves in
each penetration flow path may be closed on a unit vent high radiation
signal.

Other containment penetrations that provide direct access from
containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be isolated on at
least one side. Isolation may be achieved by a closed automatic isolation
valve, non-automatic power operated valve, manual isolation valve, blind
flange, or equivalent. Equivalent isolation methods may include use of a
material that can provide a temporary, atmospheric pressure ventilation
barrier for the containment penetration(s) during fuel movement

EE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.9.3-2 Amendment Nos.5, ,f & |OCONI



Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Dun CORE ALTER ATm m d fu
SAFETY ANALYSES asse enost se aI

consequences result from a fuel handling accidenc oTandi
accident is a postulated event that involves dams to irradiat ueW

vrfv..o inky ll'flQ. (Ref. 2). A minimum fuel tran

V 0 , release of fission product radi Sueyi 7ont rto a fuel handling .
accidentasus in doses that are within the guideline values specif ie n j

10 CFR {The design basis for fuel handling accidents has historic Ily wi-
separated the radiological consequences from the containment capabilty.
The NRC staff has treated the containment capability for fuel handling
conditions as a logical part of the primary success path' to mitigate fuel
handling accidents, irrespective of the assumptions used to calculate the
radiological consequences of such accidents (Ref. 2).

\ ~~Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of 1 0 CFR 50.36.

LO TLCO COrdcstecneune fafe andling acc!en
containment by limiting the potential escape paths for fission product
radioactivity from containment. The LCO requires any penetration
providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere to be closed except for the OPERABLE containment purge
and exhaust penetrations. For the OPERABLE containment purge and
exhaust penetrations, this LCO ensures that these penetrations are
isolable by the RB purge isolation signal.

This LCO is modified by a note indicating that an emergency air lock door
is not required to be closed when a temporary cover plate is installed.

APPLICABILITY i applicable du3
(I A 1:1 r~plbvemew orr~a dowel assemblies wi

t~u se this is a potential for a fuel handling
accident5 M 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment penetration

uirements are addrtsed by LCO 3.6.1. In MODES 5 and 6, when
CORE ALTEr1TIONS I m vment of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containmente nobinducted, the potential for a fuel handling

xist. Threfore, under these conditions no
requirements a Pa



Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1ad-.2-

With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any containment
penetration that provides direct access from the containment atmosphere
to the outside atmosphere not in the required status, including the
Containment Purge and Exhaust saofstem ot'aible of
automatic actuw onrate th and exh oe ves a valv
operator hasmotiin a condion in which the isolation funcaa i nof
nee ed. This is accomplished bye ly suspending E g
H LTERATIONS and movement o firra iaa fuel sembiswithinbe

contain t TeSuor ce inte ad totb rrf¶nua

wi eonorm o ng o cAs suchthisSurveille ensresos teoan.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in that position. Also
the Surveillance will demonstrate that each open penetration's valve
operator has motive power, which will ensure each valve is capable of
being closed i

{'ats llnc =s;= pefom d ve

oiraitd fuThe Sublnce in taie to be nsurate
Xit~fie orrda-irDo broml fuel handling operations.

A~~~~~As such, this Surveillance ensures that a postulated fuel handling
,letiria~~~ h Q acdn at releases fission product radioactivity within the containment

v~~~~~~~~o resul in a release o iioactivity to the

OCOEEUNTS1,, 3B .93enAmndenrNonment.&66~ 

SR 3.9.3.2

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge supply and
exhaust isolation valve that s not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
the isolation position actuates to its isolatimn+Qsition on an actual or
simulated high radiation signal. l ency r6qiresii solation

cabiity of the reactor buildin ~urge valves to be verified final
/once eah eling outage prino E moybment
of iradied fu ~asemblies; wha this

recxn-H y 
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTSC function is verified prioto CORE AFTERATION3 mtement of

irradiated fuel assemblie s urveillance will
ensure that the valves are capable of closing after a postulated fuel
handling acciden to limit a reproductv
the containment. A . .

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.11.

2. NRC letter to RG & E dated December 7, 1995, R.E. Ginna
ower Plan rsion o mpr ard Technical

Specifications - Resolutions of Ginna Design Basis eling
Accidents.

3 gPas-a6 O~g AA 1.93, 3XL %2 C_

Amendment Nos. Q03, SW, & IOCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 B 3.9.3-5



Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.6 Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level

BASES po. So

BACKGROUN The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies OF pe co of MeA ;RT4G-en eepBAA A 491 aA |ALA; _ - I I+o I I Alg ef INT n
8011-rive-haft, within containment requires a minimum water level of 
t 2134 f abve te tp of the reactor veg Ifange. During refu g

SAFTYANAYSfelassebi water leyeli te fuel tra l sae spent
fuelpoo Suficint wteris necessary to retain iodine fission product

activity in the water in th e fsuel handling accident (Refs. I and
2). Sufficient iodine aciit oldb tained to limit offsite doses from
the accident within FaR e limits, provided by the guidance of
Referent1-. ca7

APPLICABLE qr n GRng-TmoveST44~tvment oir k
SAFETY ANALYSES I~e assemblies, the water level in the fuel transfer canal is an qtal 

ition design parameter in the analysis of th fel handlingacietf
/ cnanent postutory Gid 1(Ref. 1).-

t J be used in the accident :nalyy fz14O I~; e
gumption that 09%S of thc total iodinc relca3cd from ttr~ pllt* )
daddin gap of all the dropped f ta L by th l
ansfer caalwaer iy p Ib assumd to-

contain 1 0% of the total fuel ro' oi in.eg~ y(lf )

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is described in
Reference 2. Since the minimum wat vel of lifeet is less ha 2
feet, the ass umed iodine DF must be ls acg OW 
aind omale cwith comparable conservatism. An experimental test
program described in WCAP-7828 (Ref. 4) evaluated the extent of
removal of iodine released from a damaged irradiated fuel assembly.
Using the analytical results from the test program deMP"
7828, with a water depth of 21 .34 feet, a comparable,;jF ofea 

2trmined. With a minimum water level of 21.34 ft. and a mum J
decaprior t~~folwming, the analysis and test 

programs emonstrdinereldti %duetor4leSuelated fu
handling accident is adequately captured by the water, and o oses
are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 3).

Fuel Transfer Canal water level satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36.

OCONEE UNITS 1 2 3 B 3.9.6-1 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



//,"Regulatory Guide 1. 183, Appendix B provides guidance for evaluating the\
radiological consequences of a fuel handling accident in containment and the\
spent fuel pool building. The methodology stipulates that a minimum water level 
of 23 ft has been demonstrated to provide decontamination factors (DF) for the
elemental and organic species are 500 and 1, respectively, giving an overall
effective decontamination factor of 200 (i.e., 99.5% of the total iodine released
from the damaged rods is retained by the water). This difference in
decontamination factors for elemental (99.85%) and organic iodine (0.15%)
species results in the iodine above the water being composed of 57% elemental
and 43% organic species. If the depth of the water is different from 23 feet, the
decontamination factor should be developed (Ref. 1)."



Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES (continued)

LCO A minimum fuel transfer canal water level of 21.34 ft above the reactor
vessel flange is required to ensure tl l consequences of
a postulated fuel handling acd sieonimntre within
acceptable limits as providedR 40 CFR

APPLICABILI LCO 3.9.6 is applicable during GORE LR-A.TION8, -ee

moving irradid~assemblies within the containment. The LC
~~~~~ binimi xf e si h b ~ ,il ta t i s

beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is not
present in containment, there can be no significant radioactivity release
as a result of a postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements for fuel
handling accidents in the spent fuel pool are covered by LCO 3.7.11,
Fuel Storage Pool Water Level."

ACTIONS ( A.1 

With a waer lw 13 ft above the top. t reactor vessel flange,
fl~~~nV o e A TEAryF mn0'Ient of irradiated

fuel assemblies sh e susp ed immeure that a fuel
handling accide

The suspe n of mm ovement shall not
preclude c t ent of a co o a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 21.34 ft above the top of the
reactor vessel flange ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel
handling accident analysis during refueling operations is met. Water at
the required level above the top of the reactor vessel flange limits the
consequences of damaged fuel rods that are postulated to result from a
postulated fuel handling accident inside containment (Ref. 2).

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the normal
procedural controls of valve positions, which make significant unplanned
level changes unlikely.

OCONEE UNITS 1 2 3 B 3.9.6-2 Amendment Nos. 300, 300, & 300



Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level
B 3.9.6

185 adcIf 2,1o .
1.25, March28, 97,.-REFERENCES

4. 1971
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ATTACHMENT 3
Description of the Proposed Changes and Technical

Justification for Oconee Nuclear Station

BACKGROUND

On October 16, 2001, the license amendment request (LAR)
for approval of the Alternate Source Term (AST) analysis
methodology for Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) was submitted.
This license amendment will support simplification of
Ventilation System testing requirements during core
alterations or movement of irradiated fuel. Duke Energy
Corporation (Duke) received additional questions from the
NRC related to the AST submittal. Responses to these
questions were submitted on May 20, 2002, September 12,
2002, November 21, 2002 and January 27, 2003.

Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS) and Spent Fuel
Pool Ventilation System (SFPVS) were removed from ONS
Technical Specifications (TS) in the original submittal.
After additional conversations with the NRC, Duke has
committed to maintain these TS. However, the requirements
of these TS will be relaxed as a result of the AST
methodology. The TS for Control Room Ventilation System
(CRVS) is being revised to add notes to the Completion
Times for the CRVS TS conditions for one and two inoperable
CRVS Booster Fan trains, respectively. The notes will
allow for a one time additional completion time extension
to implement the Control Room Intake/Booster Fan
modification. Duke also intends to adopt TSTF-51 and the
language associated with recently irradiated fuel to
support the dose analysis assumption with respect to
movement of irradiated fuel.

JUSTIFICATION FOR REQUEST:

The submitted dose analysis does not credit removal of
radiological contaminants by the PRVS subsequent to a Loss
Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) or Fuel Handling Accident (FHA)
inside containment, or by the SFPVS in the spent fuel pool
building. Because the analysis no longer credit PRVS and
SFPVS, they no longer meet the criterion for inclusion in
TS as defined in 10 CFR 50.36. Duke will retain the TS.
However, since the accident analysis no longer credits the
systems, the required actions and associated completion

1



times, the surveillance requirements and associated
frequencies are being relaxed. For example, shutdown of a
Unit is no longer appropriate when a train of ventilation
cannot be returned to service within the specified allowed
outage time.

Notes are being added to the Completion Times for the
proposed CRVS TS conditions of one and two inoperable CRVS
Booster Fan trains, respectively. The notes will allow for
a one time additional completion time extension to
implement the Control Room Intake/Booster Fan modification.
This extension is acceptable based on the current knowledge
and experience in control room habitability. The
Completion Times specified in the proposed Required Actions
recognize the low probability of an accident occurring
during the time period when the boundary is degraded.

Duke also proposes to adopt TSTF-51 and the language
associated with recently irradiated fuel to support the
dose analysis assumption with respect to movement of
irradiated fuel.

TSTF-51 removes the TS requirements for Engineered
Safeguards (ESF) features to be operable after sufficient
radioactive decay has occurred to ensure off-site doses
remain below limits. Fuel movement could still proceed
prior to the amount of decay occurring but only with the
appropriate ESF systems operable. Associated with this
change is the deletion of operability requirements during
core alterations for ESF mitigation features. This change
will allow ONS the flexibility to move personnel and
equipment and perform work which could affect containment
operability during the handling of irradiated fuel.

Following reactor shutdown, decay of the short-lived
fission products greatly reduces the fission product
inventory present in irradiated fuel. The proposed changes
are based on performing analyses assuming a longer decay
period to take advantage of the reduced radionuclide
inventory available for release in the event of a FHA.
Following sufficient decay occurring, the primary success
path for mitigating the FHA no longer includes the
functioning of the active containment systems. Therefore,
the operability requirements of the TS are modified to
reflect that water level and decay time are the primary
success path for mitigating a FHA (which meets criterion
3).
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To support this change in requirements during the handling
of irradiated fuel, the operability requirements during
core alterations for ESF mitigation features are deleted.
The accidents postulated to occur during core alterations,
in addition to fuel handling accidents, are: inadvertent
criticality (due to a control rod removal error or
continuous control rod withdrawal error during refueling or
boron dilution) and the inadvertent loading of and
subsequent operation with, a fuel assembly in an improper
location. These events are not postulated to result in
fuel cladding integrity damage. Since the only accident
postulated to occur during core alterations that results in
a significant radioactive release is the FHA, the proposed
TS requirements omitting core alterations is justified.

Also, the TS only allow handling of irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel when the water level in the reactor cavity
is at the high water level. Therefore, the proposed
changes only affect containment requirements during periods
of relatively low shutdown risk during refueling outages.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not significantly
increase the shutdown risk.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CHANGES:

TS 3.3.16, Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation - High
Radiation

The APPLICABILITY is being revised to delete 'During Core
Alterations' and add 'recently to irradiated fuel
assemblies.

REQUIRED ACTION (RA) A.2.1 to Suspend Core Alterations and
the COMPLETION TIME of immediately is being deleted along
with the logic tie 'and'.

RA A.2.2 is being renumbered to 'A.2' and 'recently' is
being added to irradiated fuel assemblies.

The frequency for Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.3.16.2 is
being revised to perform the channel functional test on a
frequency of once each refueling outage prior to movement
of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.

TS 3.7.9, Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Booster
Fans
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The APPLICABILITY is being revised to include 'During
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies.,

A note is being added to Condition B that allows a one time
extension of the COMPLETION TIME from 72 hours to 168 hours
when entering the condition to facilitate the
implementation of the control room intake/booster fan
modification.

A note is being added to Condition C that allows a one time
extension of the COMPLETION TIME from 24 hours to 72 hours
when entering the condition to facilitate implementation of
the control room intake/booster fan modification.

Condition D is being revised to specify MODES 1, 2, 3, or
4.

A new Condition E is being added to account for required
actions and associated completion times not met during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. Movement
of recently irradiated fuel assemblies will be suspended
immediately.

TS 3.7.10, Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS)

The Completion Time for Condition A is being revised from 7
days to 90 days.

Condition B will be revised to address the condition where
two PRVS trains are inoperable or the Required Action and
associated Completion Time for Condition A is not met, with
the Required Actions to submit a report to the NRC
outlining the plan for restoring the system to OPERABLE
status within 30 days.

The frequency of SR 3.7.10.1 will be revised from 31 days
to 6 months.

SR 3.7.10.4 will be revised to verify one PRVS train can
maintain flow 800 cfm and 1200 cfm.

SR 3.7.10.5 will be deleted.

TS 3.7.16, Control Room Area Cooling Systems (CRACS)
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The APPLICABILITY will be revised to include 'During
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies.'

Condition D is being revised to specify Required Action and
associated Completion Time not met in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4.

Condition E is being revised to Condition F and MODES 1, 2,
3 or 4 are being specified for two of the CRVS and WC
trains inoperable.

New Condition E is being added to account for required
actions and associated completion times not met during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. An
OPERABLE CRACS train may be started or movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies can be suspended.

New Condition G is being added to suspend movement of
recently irradiated fuel assemblies if two trains of CRACS
are inoperable during movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies.

TS 3.7.17, Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation Systems (SFPVS)

NOTE 1 is being deleted from the LCO.

The APPLICABILITY of TS 3.7.17 is being revised to include
'recently irradiated' to fuel in the spent fuel pools.

Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 are being deleted. The
Completion Time of Condition A is being revised from
Immediately to 90 days.

Required Action B.1.2 is being deleted and Required Action
B.1.1 will be revised to B.1. Condition B is being revised
to reflect that if two SFPVS trains are inoperable or the
Required Action and associated Completion time for
Condition A is not being met, then a report outlining the
plan for restoring the system to OPERABLE status must be
submitted to the NRC within 30 days.

The Completion Time for SR 3.7.17.1 is being revised from
31 days to 6 months.

TS 3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown
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The APPLICABILITY, RA A.2.2, and RA B.2 of TS 3.8.2 is
being revised to add 'recently' to irradiated fuel
assemblies.

TS 3.8.4, DC Sources - Shutdown

The APPLICABILITY and RA A.2.2 of TS 3.8.4 is being revised
to add 'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies.

TS 3.8.7, Vital Inverters - Shutdown

The APPLICABILITY and RA A.2.2 of TS 3.8.7 is being revised
to add 'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies.

TS 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Shutdown

The APPLICABILITY and RA A.2.2 of TS 3.8.9 is being revised
to add 'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies.

TS 3.9.3, Containment Penetrations

The proposed TS pages for TS 3.9.3, Containment
Penetrations, submitted October 16, 2001 should be removed
from the submittal and replaced with the proposed changes
in this supplement. This supplement will leave containment
closed during movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies with the adoption of TSTF-51.

The APPLICABILITY, is being revised to include 'recently'
irradiated fuel assemblies and to delete 'During CORE
ALTERATIONS.'

REQUIRED ACTION A.1 and its associated COMPLETION TIME is
being deleted. REQUIRED ACTION A.2 is being revised to A.1
and 'recently' is being added to irradiated fuel
assemblies.

The FREQUENCY for SR 3.9.3.2 is being revised to include
'recently irradiated fuel assemblies and to delete 'CORE
ALTERATIONS OR.'

TS 3.9.6, Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level

The APPLICABILITY is being revised to delete 'During CORE
ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching of
CONTROL ROD drive shafts'.
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REQUIRED ACTION A.1, the completion time of 'immediately'
and the logic tie 'and' is being deleted.

RA A.2 is being revised to 'A.1'.

TS 5.5, Programs and Manuals

The proposed TS pages for TS 5.5, Programs and Manuals,
submitted October 16, 2001 should be removed from the
submittal and replaced with the proposed changes in this
supplement.

TS 5.5.2, Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program will be
revised to reflect the maximum allowable containment
leakage rate, La, at Pa shall be 0.20% of the containment
air weight per day.

TS 5.5.12 has been revised to reflect that CRVS testing
will be conducted at the frequencies specified in
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2.

TS 5.5.12, Ventilation Filter Testing Program will be
revised for the PRVS to demonstrate as follows:

a. A dioctyl phthalate (DOP) test of the high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter shows 90% removal when
tested at the system design flow rate ±20%.

c. A halogenated hydrocarbon test of the carbon adsorber
shows 90% removal at the system design flow rate
±20%.

e. A laboratory tests of a sample of the carbon adsorber
shows 97.5% removal for CRVS Booster Fan Trains and a
90% removal for PRVS and SFPVS.

f. The pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters and
carbon adsorber banks is < 6 in. of water at the
nominal system flow rate for PRVS.

h. The DOP test for SFPVS is 90% removal when tested at
the design flow rate ±20%.

i. The halogenated hydrocarbon test for SFPVS shows 90%
removal when tested at the design flow rate ±20%.
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TS 5.6, Reporting Requirements

TS 5.6.6, Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) and Main Feeder
Bus Monitor Panel (MFPMP) Report will be revised to include
the following requirements:

When a report is required by Condition H of LCO 3.7.9,
"Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Booster Fans, a
report shall be submitted within the following 90 days.
The report shall outline the plan to return parameters to
within normal values and any compensatory actions to be
taken in the interim.

When a report is required by Condition B of LCO 3.7.10,
"Penetration Room Ventilation System," or Condition B of
LCO 3.7.17, "Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation System," a report
shall be submitted within 30 days outlining the plan for
restoring the system to OPERABLE status.

TS Bases 3.3.16, Reactor Building Purge Isolation - High
Radiation

The 'APPLICABILITY' Section is being revised to delete CORE
ALTERATIONS and to add 'recently' to irradiated fuel. The
statement 'involving handling recently irradiated fuel
(i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor
core within the previous 72 hours)' will be added to the
description of fuel handling in MODES 5 and 6 in the
APPLICABILITY section.

The 'ACTIONS' section is being revised to delete 'CORE
ALTERATIONS' and to add 'recently' to irradiated fuel
assemblies. The supporting information for the Completion
Time of Immediately" is being revised to add the statement
,involving handling recently irradiated fuel' following
fuel handling accidents.

Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.3.16.2 is being revised to
delete 'CORE ALTERATIONS' and to add 'recently' to
irradiated fuel assemblies.

TS BASES 3.7.9, Control Room Ventilation System

The "APPLICABILITYf section is being revised to include:
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, the
CRVS Booster Fan trains must be OPERABLE to cope with a
release due to a fuel handling accident involving handling
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recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive decay, CRVS
is only required to mitigate fuel handling accidents
involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel
that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within
the previous 72 hours).

Condition B requires with one CRVS Booster Fan train
inoperable, actions must be taken to restore the train to
OPERABLE status. A note will be added to the COMPLETION
TIME that will allow for a one time extension of 96 hours
for a total of 168 hours (7 days). The extension is based
on the low probability of an accident occurring during this
time period, and the ability of the remaining train to
provide some dose reduction.

Condition C requires if two CRVS Booster Fan trains are
inoperable, one of them must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours. A note is being added to allow a one time
extension of 48 hours for a total of 72 hours when
supporting implementation of the control room
intake/booster fan modification.

A new Condition E is being added to account for required
actions and associated completion times not met during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies. Movement
of recently irradiated fuel assemblies will be suspended
immediately.

TS BASES 3.7.10, Penetration Room Ventilation System

The "APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES' is being revised to
reflect that PRVS is no longer credited in dose analysis
calculations and is not required to meet 10 CFR 50.67 dose
limits. PRVS no longer satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR
50.36 and is only maintained for ALARA purposes.

ACTION A.1, is currently written to allow for 7 days to
return an inoperable PRVS train to OPERABLE status.

RA A is being relaxed to allow for one PRVS train to be
inoperable, such that with one train of PRVS inoperable,
action must be taken to restore the PRVS train(s) to
OPERABLE status within 90 days. This completion time is
considered appropriate since the system is no longer
credited in dose analysis calculations and is not required
to maintain 10CFR50.67 dose limits.
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ACTION B.1 - As currently written, would require shutdown
of the plant within 36 hours if the required action of RA
A.1 could not be met. This condition is extreme since the
dose analysis no longer credits PRVS. The revised action
requires if two PRVS trains are inoperable or the Required
Action and associated Completion Time for Condition A are
not met, that a report be submitted to the NRC within 30
days that outlines the plan for returning the system to an
operable status.

The frequency of SR 3.7.10.1 is being revised from 31 days
to 6 months. Operating experience indicates that the PRVS
trains are reliable.

SR 3.7.10.4 originally establishes a vacuum criteria at
0.06 inches of water gauge to the atmosphere to ensure that
a slight vacuum would continue to be maintained if wind
speeds outside the building increased to 8.1 mph. However,
UFSAR Section 6.5.1.3 states, "at a wind velocity of 8.1
mph, the improvement in X/Q compensates for the complete
loss of filtering in the calculation of offsite dose". This
requirement is excessive based on the UFSAR statement and
the fact that the dose analysis no longer credits the PRVS.
The surveillance has been revised to verify the flowrate of
the system remains near its nominal value. This ensures
that air turnover and filtration of the area contents is
maintained for ALARA purposes. The test will be performed
using a slightly greater tolerance than that previously
used (800 to 1200 cfm rather than 900 to 1100 cfm). The
tolerance is increased to limit the number of false
negatives associated with instrument uncertainty. The
increase in the upper end of the tolerance could result in
a small reduction in the iodine removal efficiency whereas
the decrease in the lower end could result in a small
increase in the iodine removal efficiency. In general, the
flow rate is not expected to vary greatly since the system
is only operated during testing.

SR 3.7.10.5 - This surveillance was originally developed to
verify that the charcoal filters would not overheat during
certain scenarios. However, UFSAR Section 6.5.1.3 states,
"Redundant fans, cross connected piping, and locked open
filter inlet valves render incredible a loss of cooling air
to the filters..even if air is lost through a filter..[the]
charcoal ignition temperature will not be reached." For
this reason, this surveillance has been eliminated.
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10 CFR 50.67 and Dose Calculations were added to the list
of References.

TS BASES 3.7.16 - Control Room Area Cooling System

The "APPLICABILITY" has been revised to include during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies (i.e., fuel
that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within
the previous 72 hours).

ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 were revised to specify Mode 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

ACTION E.A was revised to "F.lf and includes reference to
Mode 1, 2, 3, or 4.

New ACTION E.1 was added as follows:

During movement of recently irradiated fuel, if the
inoperable CRACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE
CRACS train must be placed in operation immediately. This
action ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that
no failures preventing actuation will occur, and that any
active failure will be readily detected. An alternative to
Required Action E.1 is to immediately suspend activities
that could release radioactivity that might require the
isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a
condition that minimizes accident risk. This does not
preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

New ACTION G.1 was added as follows:

G.

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies,
with two CRACS trains inoperable, action must be taken to
immediately suspend activities that could release
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel
to a safe position.
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TS BASES 3.7.17, SFPVS

The 'APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS' is being revised to add
reference to Regulatory Guide 1.183 and to the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.67.

The LCO' is being revised to include the following:

With the adoption of the alternate source term and the
installation of various plant modifications, SFPVS is not
credited in dose analysis calculations. Therefore, there
are no specific requirements for this system.

Revise #2 of equipment required for OPERABILITY to state
filter trains are intact.

Delete the information concerning NOTE 1.

The 'APPLICABILITY' is being revised to reference 'recently
irradiated' fuel and to specify that the SFPVS shall be
OPERABLE or a plan established to return the system to
OPERABLE status.

Action A.1 will be revised to reflect that if one SFPVS
train is inoperable, it must be returned to service within
90 days. This is appropriate since the system is no longer
credited in dose analysis calculations and is not required
to maintain 10 CFR 50.67 limits.

Action B.1 will be revised to reflect with two trains of
SFPVS inoperable or the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A not met, a report must be
submitted to the NRC outlining the plans for returning the
system to an OPERABLE status within 30 days.

The Completion Time for SR 3.7.17.1 was revised from 31
days to 6 months. The system is no longer credited in dose
analysis calculations and is not required to maintain 10
CFR 50.67 dose limits.

10 CFR 50.67 and Dose Calculations were added to the
reference section.

TS BASES 3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown

The 'APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS' is being revised to add
'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies and to add
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'involving handling recently irradiated fuel. Due to
radioactive decay, AC electrical power is only required to
mitigate fuel handling accidents involving handling
recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part
of a critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours)'
to letter c of the OPERABILITY section.

The 'LCO' will be revised to specify fuel handling
accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel.

The 'APPLICABILITY' section will be revised to include
recently to irradiated fuel assemblies and to add to b.
that fuel handling accident involves handling recently
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).

The 'ACTIONS A.1' will be revised to reflect 'recently
irradiated' to fuel movement. ACTIONS A.2.l, etc will be
revised to reflect 'recently' to irradiated fuel
assemblies.

TS BASES 3.8.4, DC Sources - Shutdown

The 'APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS' will be revised to reflect
'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies.

OPERABILITY, part c. will be revised to reflect 'involving
handling recently irradiated fuel. Due to radioactive
decay, DC electrical power is only required to mitigate
fuel handling accidents involving handling recently
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).'

The 'LCO' will be revised to specify fuel handling
accidents involving handling recently irradiated fuel.

The 'APPLICABILITY' section will be revised to include
'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies and to add to part
b. that fuel handling accident involves handling recently
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).

The 'ACTIONS A.1, A.2.l, etc' will be revised to reflect
fuel movement involving handling recently irradiated fuel.

TS BASES 3.8.7, Vital Inverters - Shutdown
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The 'APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS' will revise OPERABILITY,
part c. to reflect 'involving handling recently irradiated
fuel. Due to radioactive decay, the inverters are only
required to mitigate fuel handling accidents involving
handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has
occupied part of a critical reactor core within the
previous 72 hours).'

The 'APPLICABILITY' section will be revised to include
'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies and to add to part
b. that fuel handling accident involves handling recently
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).

The 'ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, etc' will be revised to reflect
fuel movement involving handling recently irradiated fuel.

TS BASES 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Shutdown

The 'APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS' will revise OPERABILITY,
part c. to reflect 'involving handling recently irradiated
fuel. Due to radioactive decay, the AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power is only required to mitigate fuel
handling accidents involving handling recently irradiated
fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a critical
reactor core within the previous 72 hours).'

The 'APPLICABILITY' section will be revised to include
'recently' to irradiated fuel assemblies and to add to part
b. that fuel handling accident involves handling recently
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within the previous 72 hours).

The 'ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, etc' will be revised to reflect
fuel movement involving handling recently irradiated fuel.

TS BASES 3.9.3, Containment Penetrations

The proposed TS BASES pages for TS 3.9.3, Containment
Penetrations, submitted October 16, 2001 should be removed
from the submittal and replaced with the proposed changes
in this supplement. This supplement will leave containment
closed during movement of recently irradiated fuel
assemblies with the adoption of TSTF-51.

The BACKGROUND is being revised to delete references to
'CORE ALTERATIONS' and to include 'recently' irradiated
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fuel assemblies. It will also clarify that a fuel handling
accident and a fuel movement involves handling recently
irradiated fuel.

The APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS is being revised to delete
references to 'CORE ALTERATIONS' and to include 'recently'
irradiated fuel assemblies. It will also clarify that a
fuel handling accident involves handling recently
irradiated fuel. The sentence beginning 'A minimum fuel
transfer...' is being revised as follows: A minimum fuel
transfer canal water level in conjunction with a decay time
of 72 hours prior to irradiated fuel movement with
containment closure capability or a minimum decay time of
72 hours without containment closure capability ensure that
the release of fission product radioactivity subsequent to
a fuel handling accident results in doses that are within
the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.67.

The LCO is being revised to clarify that a fuel handling
accident involves handling recently irradiated fuel.

The APPLICABILITY, is being revised to include 'recently'
irradiated fuel assemblies and to delete references to
'CORE ALTERATIONS.' A statement is also being added to
define 'recently irradiated' and to clarify dose results.

REQUIRED ACTION A.1 and its associated COMPLETION TIME is
being deleted. REQUIRED ACTION A.2 is being revised to
A.1, 'recently' is being added to irradiated fuel
assemblies and 'CORE ALTERATIONS' is being deleted.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) 3.9.3.1 is being revised to
clarify that a fuel handling accident involves handling
recently irradiated fuel. It is also being revised to
include 'recently' irradiated fuel assemblies and to delete
references to 'CORE ALTERATIONS.' Fission product releases
are being revised to clarify that the releases are
significant.

SR 3.9.3.2 is being revised to include 'recently'
irradiated fuel assemblies and to delete references to
'CORE ALTERATIONS.' It is also being revised to clarify
that a fuel handling accident involves handling recently
irradiated fuel.
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TS BASES 3.9.6, Fuel Transfer Canal Water Level

The BACKGROUND is being revised to delete 'or performance
of CORE ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching
of CONTROL ROD drive shafts,.'

The 'APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS' is being revised to delete
'During CORE ALTERATIONS.'

The 'APPLICABILITY' is being revised to remove 'during CORE
ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching of
CONTROL ROD drive shafts, and'.

The 'ACTIONS' are being revised to delete 'CORE
ALTERATIONS' and to delete RA A.2.
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ATTACHMENT 4
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION



ATTACHMENT 4
DETERMINATION OF NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Standards for determining whether a license amendment
involves no significant hazards considerations are
contained in 10CFR50.92(c). The TS changes and
modifications as proposed in this LAR have been evaluated
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.92 and determined not to
involve any significant hazards considerations.

The proposed LAR includes (1) implementing the AST for
accident analysis as described in Regulatory Guide 1.183;
(2) relaxing the PRVS and the SFPVS TS because they are no
longer credited for Control Room and off-site doses; (3)
revising the CRVS to allow for a one time completion time
extension on Conditions B and C when entering the
conditions to support implementation of the Control Room
intake/booster fan modification; (4) lowering the Reactor
Building leakage rate from 0.25 w%/day to 0.20 w%/day; (5)
revising the VFTP radioactive methyl iodide removal
acceptance criterion for PRVS, SFPVS, and CRVS Booster Fan
trains; and (6) adoption of TSTF-51.

Plant modifications are also being proposed in concert with
the proposed TS changes. They include relocating the
existing Control Room outside air intake from the roof of
the Auxiliary Building to the roof of the Turbine Building
and installing dual intakes for each Control Room; re-
routing HPI/LPI relief valve discharge back into the
Reactor Building and replacing the existing Caustic
Addition system with a passive system.

As a result of this evaluation, Duke has concluded:

1) The proposed amendment will not involve a significant
increase in the probability of consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

The AST and those plant systems affected by
implementing the proposed changes to the TS are not
assumed to initiate design basis accidents. The AST
does not affect the design or operations of the
facility. Rather, the AST is used to evaluate the
consequences of a postulated accident. The
implementation of the AST has been evaluated in the
revisions to the analysis of the design basis
accidents for ONS. Based on the results of these



analyses, it has been demonstrated that, with the
requested changes, the dose consequences of these
events meet the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.67
and Regulatory Guide 1.183. Therefore, the proposed
amendment will not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2) The proposed amendment will not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

The AST and those plant systems affected by
implementing the proposed changes to the TS are not
assumed to initiate design basis accidents. The
systems affected by the changes are used to mitigate
the consequences of an accident that has already
occurred. The proposed TS changes and modifications
do not significantly affect the mitigative function
of these systems. Consequently, these systems do not
alter the nature of events postulated in the Safety
Analysis Report nor do they introduce any unique
precursor mechanisms. Therefore, the proposed
amendment will not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3) The proposed amendment will not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

The implementation of the AST, proposed changes to
the TS and the implementation of the proposed
modifications have been evaluated in the revisions to
the analysis of the consequences of the design basis
accidents for the ONS. Based on the results of these
analyses, it has been demonstrated that with the
requested changes the dose consequences of these
events meet the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.67
following the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.183.
Thus, the proposed amendment will not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.



ATTACHMENT 5
ECCS LEAKAGE



ATTACHMENT 5
Revised AST Dose Analyses to Address Allowable ECCS Leakage

for the Control Program

Duke's October 16, 2001, submittal and May 20, 2002,
response to a request for additional information (Request
5) describe a planned modification to route Letdown Storage
Tank (LDST) and Low Pressure Injection (LPI) leakage to the
Reactor Building Emergency Sump (RBES). The scope of this
modification has changed from the scope described in the
above submittals. A new drain line that contains remotely
operated Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) is being installed
from the outlet of the LDST to the RBES. The new LDST
drain line will allow High Pressure Injection (HPI) pump
minimum flow to be returned to the RBES via the LDST. The
new LDST drain piping will be sized such that
pressurization of the LDST to the point at which the LDST
relief valve (HP-79) actuates will not occur; thus,
eliminating the relief valve (HP-79) as a potential source
of out leakage during Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
events. A new design pressure for LPI system piping
adjacent to the LPI thermal relief valves will be
established. The LPI system re-rating will allow the
setpoints of the relief valves to be increased to a higher
actuation point such that relief valve actuation will not
occur during certain LOCA scenarios. Preventing the
actuation of these relief valves during LOCA events is
necessary to prevent RBES inventory loss and excessive
operator dose rates. While this reduces the potential for
ECCS leakage into the auxiliary building post-accident, it
only accounts for a portion of potential ECCS leakage. To
ensure all potential leakage is addressed, Oconee has put
in place a program, described in Technical Specification
5.5.3, for managing ECCS leakage, which includes the low
pressure injection (LPI), high pressure injection (HPI),
and reactor building spray (RBS) systems. It is recognized
that ECCS leakage and control room unfiltered inleakage are
both parameters that affect control room dose. Analyses
are performed to support a method designed to couple the
evaluation of control room dose for these parameters so
that the control programs for the system performance can be
designed using the margin tradeoff between these two
parameters.

The selection of bounding values for the control room (CR)
unfiltered inleakage assumed in the analyses provides Duke
with margin to accommodate changes in input assumptions



that could be required to account for possible plant
operational changes, such as increases in ECCS system
leakage flow, imbalances in ventilation system flowrates,
or reductions in filtration efficiencies. Duke has
concluded that the appropriate input values for unfiltered
inleakage as derived from the tracer gas test results
should correspond to the nominal values determined from
each of the testing programs. This conclusion is valid
because the uncertainty values derived from the
experimental results are within a reasonable range, as seen
in the data set measurement results. Additionally, the
measured nominal values for leakage during operation of the
CR booster fan pressurization system are very low and much
less than 100 cfm.

Sensitivity studies have shown that the dose prediction is
most sensitive to the post-booster fan value (after 30
minutes into the accident). Therefore, to accommodate
operational flexibility for ECCS system leakage, a range of
values for unfiltered inleakage in the post-booster fan
configuration are used. Post-booster fan inleakage values
ranging from 40 cfm to 90 cfm are evaluated. This range of
values provides margin above the 2001 tracer gas test
results of 0 +/- 18 cfm inleakage for the Units 1&2 control
room. A bounding value of 1150 cfm for the pre-booster fan
flowrate will be retained.

In previous correspondence with the staff, Duke has stated
that any airflow imbalance or other operational differences
identified in post-modification testing of the dual control
room air intakes will also be addressed in the analysis of
the installed modification. To represent expected flow
imbalance between the dual intakes, X/Q values were
calculated for a 55 / 45 flow imbalance, and are shown in
the Table 1. If this imbalance split is not supported by
post-modification ventilation system testing, the X/Q values
will be adjusted in the dose analyses.

The LBLOCA dose analysis has been performed assuming a 55 /
45 CR intake flow imbalance, and using a range of potential
ECCS leakage values, with corresponding assumed control
room unfiltered inleakage values that demonstrate doses
within regulatory limits for a range of parameter
combinations. A control room dose in the range of 4.5 rem
TEDE was chosen for a target value to provide margin to the
regulatory limit of 5.0 rem TEDE. Offsite doses for all
cases remain well below the regulatory limit of 25 rem TEDE



for both EAB and LPZ locations. Table 2 shows the dose
results of each case. The graph of ECCS leakage versus CR
unfiltered inleakage shows the range of acceptable
parameter combinations resulting in approximately 4.5 rem
TEDE control room dose.

In the base case, these results demonstrate that up to 25
gallons per hour ECCS leakage is supported by the dose
analysis using 40 cfm unfiltered inleakage to the control
room, and resulting in acceptable doses to the public
offsite and to control room operators. The ECCS program
intention is to keep ECCS leakage as low as possible, but
up to 25 gph is allowed based on the dose results. A
program that controls total ECCS leakage to 25 gph is used
as the limiting case with respect to offsite dose. For
this case,-50 gph is assumed in the dose calculation in
accordance with NRC guidance which states that a factor of
two multiplier should be used to account for increased
leakage in these systems over the duration of the accident
and between surveillances or leakage checks.

For control room dose, a value of 40 cfm post-booster fan
CR unfiltered inleakage will be used as the current
licensing basis value based on the most recent tracer gas
test results (performed in 2001). For the next tracer gas
test planned in the CR Habitability Program, the ONS
program for monitoring and controlling total ECCS leakage
will determine the current measured total ECCS leakage in
the system. This ECCS leakage value will be used to
establish the post-booster fan actuation CR inleakage test
criteria for the tracer gas test. For example, if total
ECCS leakage is measured to be less than 10 gph, a tracer
gas test criterion of 90 cfm for post-booster fan CR
inleakage will be used. 1150 cfm will remain the pre-
booster fan actuation CR unfiltered inleakage licensing
basis value. As long as the CR inleakage test satisfies
these tracer gas test criteria, CR inleakage and ECCS
leakage performance is satisfactory and no past or current
operability evaluation or reportability is required.

If the test value for CR unfiltered inleakage has changed,
a new value of total ECCS leakage will be determined from
the approved curve of total ECCS leakage versus CR
unfiltered inleakage. This will apply until the subsequent
CR test. The intention of both the CR Habitability and
ECCS leakage control programs is to maintain leakage rates
at low levels.



Table 1
X/Q values (sec/m 3)

for 55/45 CR intake airflow imbalance

Vent Releases

0 to 2 hr 4.79E-04
2 to 8 hr 3.40E-04
8 to 24 hr 1.40E-04
1 to 4 days 1.09E-04

4 to 30 days 8.86E-05

Equipment Hatch Releases

0 to 2 hr 3.49E-04
2 to 8 hr 2.71 E-04

8 to 24 hr 1.14E-04
1 to 4 days 8.58E-05

4 to 30 days 6.71 E-05

BWST Releases

0 to 2 hr 2.13E-04
2 to 8 hr 1.61 E-04
8 to 24 hr 6.66E-05
1 to 4 days 5.19E-05

4 to 30 days 4.06E-05

Table 2
Dose Results

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
(Base)

CR Unfiltered Inleakage (post-booster fan 40 cfm 60 cfm 80 cfm 90 cfm
actuation) (cfm)

Total ECCS Leakage Used in the Dose 50 gph 35 gph 25 gph 20 gph
Calculation (gallons/hour)
Total ECCS Leakage Allowable (gallons/hour) 25 gph 17.5 gph 12.5 gph 10 gph
(see discussion in text)

EAB - Containment Model 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7

EAB - RBES Model 3.1 2.2 1.6 1.2

Total EAB Dose (rem TEDE) 11.8 10.9 10.2 9.9

LPZ - Containment Model 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

LPZ - RBES Model 1.8 1.2 0.9 0.7

Total LPZ Dose (rem TEDE) 3.3 2.8 2.5 2.3

Control Room - Containment Model 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1

Control Room - RBES Model 3.1 3.0 2.7 2.3

Total Control Room Dose (rem TEDE) 4A 4.6 4.6 4.4



Total Allowable ECCS Leakage
Versus

Control Room Unfiltered Inleakage
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Note: The plotted curve represents the pairs of parameter values that result in a computed dose to the CR operator of about 4.5 rem TEDE, where other
parameters in the licensing calculation are held constant.


